Western Maryland Commences 91st Academic Year

The anticipated commencement for the academic year 1958-1959 is set for September 18. The glee club and Student Church Choir will present the opening program, which includes a welcome address by President Louis Conklin, president of the Board of Trustees. The address will be followed by a short service, after which the academic year will be formally opened. The program of the opening day will conclude with the annual testimonial program and the presentation of the annual award to the student of the year. The award will be presented by the President, who will also present the annual address to the students.

Completion of Chapel Slated For Spring

Baker Memorial Chapel, the most recent addition to Western Maryland's campus architecture, has become an imposing edifice since students last viewed it in December. The chapel was finished early in the fall, but its dedication was delayed by a snowstorm. The dedication ceremony will be held in the spring when the weather is more suitable.

Faculty To Be On WBAL-TV

Presidents L. E. Emerson, Western Maryland College, recently received a contract from WBAL-TV to participate in a series of interviews on campus. The interviews will be broadcast live from the campus, and will be recorded for future broadcast. The series will be called "Western Maryland: A Campus Today," and will feature interviews with faculty members, students, and alumni.

Johnston Heads "Contrast" Staff

The first issue of "Contrast," the student literary magazine, will be published shortly after the completion of the new chapel. The magazine will be available in the public relations office and will feature articles written by students.

Johnston, a senior English major, is the editor-in-chief of the magazine.

MacDonald Resigns For Museum Post

Dr. William A. MacDonald has resigned his position as head of this Art Department to become the Art Director of the Baltimore Museum of Art. Before coming to Western Maryland in 1942, he received his A.B. from Oberlin College, and both his M.A. and Ph.D. at Johns Hopkins University. Dr. MacDonald will maintain his residence in Westminster and will continue to serve as Professor of Fine Arts.

Hort To Lead ROTC Battalion

John Hort has been appointed the Cadet Battalion Commander of the ROTC unit here at Western Maryland College. He succeeds Lt. Col. Daniel K. Snyder, who has been designated as a Commander of the ROTC unit in his senior year. John Hort is a member of the ROTC program and to work in coordination with the ROTC unit here at Western Maryland College.

Fall Convocation Set For Sept. 24

Western Maryland's thirty-first annual fall convocation will be held Tuesday, September 24, at 10 a.m. President Louis Conklin will preside at the meeting, which will be held in the chapel. The convocation will be held in the chapel, and will be open to the public.
To The Freshman

And we'll each pledge our knowledge
To duties all and toils now unseen.
By a breeze that carries a familiar face
Blowing with smiles or just starling
Gone are the fields which fillle these
glad "days the association be a long
"You now belong too, and we're
quish of anxiety preceding the return
will be something wonderful - an elu-
students, and tradition after tradi-
graduation as we thought we were.
been through and the remembrance
red professors, pseudo-cynical seniors,
and eager and hopeful freshmen. And

The formal orientation is finished. The year begins. Do you think you will call at my residence to remember the formal orientation? If you do, I should like to remind you of a few points.
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Wray Mowbray and Judy Corby Assume SGA Responsibilities
By Dick Plaket

One of the fastest events ever to hit campus was the move of Wray Mowbray. If you don’t believe me just try to find him now.

Wray was born and raised on the East Side of Cambridge, Md. He graduated from Cambridge High.

Wray Mowbray

in 1964 and came up to the “hill” so that he could play tennis. However, Wray discovered there was more to college than tennis and he became one of us! But Wray made the adjustment successfully.

In his freshman year Wray was a member of the Alpha Beta Nu varsity, an organization in which he has held several offices; an active participant in all sports; past SGA representative for his class for three years, and a Trumpeter. He has distinguished himself during the past and is apparent that he could play tennis. However, he always knew that he was destined for something else.

Wray was re-elected twice to this position, so it is not surprising that he is looked upon as the future of the SGA. If so, we have a bright future in store for us.

Judy Corby

Wray Mowbray

The times the night before

The place: here

The girl: Judy Corby

The mood: confusion

You can find Judy Corby rushing to hurry up, slapping around, thinking about, forgetting, wondering where... cutting up, painting, bushes, dancing, singing, bed, band, bars, bars and all that jazz.

She was found with the scissors

in the dorm or her hair, a contributor of college, a lover of LLEEP, barb, and all that jazz.

She can usually be found painting, dancing, singing or back drops for the forthcoming campus dance.

We do not mean to imply that Judy isn’t qualified for her position as Vice President of the SGA. One has only to look at her past achievement record to find this out. The facts are simple. Things. What she has taken to be major, a member of the Phi Alpha Beta sorority, an organization in which she has held several offices; an active participant in all sports; past SGA representative for her class for three years, and a Trumpeter. She has distinguished herself during the past and is apparent that she was the only way to achieve this goal. She made some progress toward that end, but it is hard to believe that she could do it.

If we can trust our intuition, she has a remarkable ability to deal with people. She is also an active participant in all sports; past SGA representative for her class for three years, and a Trumpeter. She has distinguished herself during the past and is apparent that she is looking for a new and different type of job. She is looking for one that will allow her to express her creativity and use her talents.

Cheerleaders

Cheerleaders tryouts will begin Wednesday, September 5th. They will be held in the gymnasium. Practice sessions will continue through Friday, September 14th, and will be open to all students in the fall. The young man who makes such a late application will be asked to be admitted to the program. The young man rushed up to the entrance. The young man was asked to be admitted to the program. He was accepted.

Crooked Road

Crowking Road, cont. from page 2, col. 5

A yellow crop on a Rich Man’s table or a crumpled up without a mousetrap. Suddenly, he had an insight into what the old mechanic had tried to teach him. He understood how to drive the car. He would drive them. But, now there is a new mechanic. He feels like an ostrich with the head in the sand. There was no way to turn the situation around. He saw, saw, and was feeling that he should be doing something more than just driving the car. He was feeling that he was not doing something more than just driving the car. He was feeling that he was not doing something more than just driving the car. He was feeling that he was not doing something more than just driving the car.

Local Store Plans

Open House Soon

G. C. Murphy and Company in Westminster will hold its annual open house to welcome college students on Oct. 1st and 2nd. Mr. William L. Maury, manager of Murphy’s, has invited all members of the faculty and student body to attend the entertainment and for the guests are planned. In addition, door prizes are to be awarded and certificates will be given to winners of a grand drawing.

Rasinsky’s Pharmacy

“Reliable Prescriptions”

Drugs and Everyday Needs

20 W. Main St.
Westminster, Md.

85 Pennsylvania Avenue

7-1100

SNACKS “By George”

SPECIAL

Boulevardhoody Subs—Submarine

Beech-nut Nut’ulate

Twin Kiss Ice Cream

Thick Shaved Ice Cream

2 Blocks from College

Near Vet Village

It Pays To Look Well

Visit The

Barber Shop

Where The Students Go

85 Pennsylvania Avenue

State Theatre

Westminster, Maryland

Continuous 1 p.m., Saturdays. Holiday shows continuous from 2 p.m. on Saturdays.

Friday, Sat., Oct. 19, 20, 21

The SEVENTH SIN

Eleanor Parker

Bill Travers

Technicolor—Cinemacorama

Fri., Sat., Oct. 20, 21

OMAR KRAYAMA

Carrild Wilde

Debra Paget

Cinemacorama—Technicolor

Fri., Sat., Oct. 27, 28

THE LIVING IDOL

Tracey Kendall

Dorothy Patrick

Technicolor—Cinemacorama

Fri., Sat., Oct. 4, 5

THE PRADE AND THE PASSION

Gary Grant

Sophia Loren

Technicolor—Cinemacorama

Fri., Sat., Oct. 11, 12

THE BIG GRAPE

Eleanor Parker

Bill Travers

Technicolor—Cinemacorama

Fri., Sat., Oct. 18, 19

PALM BEACH STORY

Kim Novak

Eli Wallach

Technicolor—Cinemacorama

Fri., Sat., Oct. 26, 27

TOM MILLER CAMPOUS AGENT

for the

Modern G. I. Laundry and Cleaners

203 W. Green St.

All Laundry and Dry Cleaning Work Guaranteed

High On The Hill
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Coach Robert Waldorf Predicts For Terrors

The Western Maryland Green Terrors opened their fall football prac-
tice schedule in the third week of September. The Green Terrors are almost completely "new" this year with a new coaching staff, a new formation, and a basically new team.

The Terrors returned from Baltimore to Washington, D.C., and will be majoring in sociology. He will be returning letterman and will be playing tackle for the Green and Gold.

Joel Smith is a sophomore from Upper Darby, Pa., where he participated in football, basketball, soccer, and golf. Brown is in the WMC backfield. He is majoring in Physical education, and will be a center on the football team.

Gerry Miller is a sophomore from Westminster, Maryland. He is a senior political science major. Miller played tackle while at Catonsville High School and is a returning letterman.

Bill Bloomer is a student from Green Spring Valley High School in Baltimore, Maryland. He played baseball, basketball, and track at Falmouth High School. He is majoring in Pre-med with the Army. Bloomer played tackle while at Catonsville High School and is a returning letterman.

When Coach Waldorf opened fall practice started today, there is no doubt that the team will be able to attend this S.P. M. game on October 4th. It is hoped that many students will be able to attend this game.

First row, l. to r. -- Streight, Mgr.; Turner; Riggs; Hubler; Holsey; LaVeve; Vannassis; Bannister; Bloomer, Mgr.
Second row, l. to r. -- Myers, Asst. Coach; Dowey; Hase; Hollemans; Riegg; Roat; Crawford; Coolahan; Hart; Hayes; Miller; Byer; Pugh, Asst. Coach.

Waldorf, Head Coach; Becker; Parmer; White; Giese; Rinehart; Gill; Kunkle; Roop; Leneski; Dillkes; Tingle; Matsuoka.

Spons has played football, basketball, and track in high school and college.

Coach Waldorf is a junior economics major from Westminster, Maryland. He played high school football and basketball at Sherwood High School in Silver Springs, Maryland. They are a returning letterman and will be playing tackle for the Green and Gold.

On September 23, 1957

Soccer Schedule

SEPTEMBER

23 -- Gettysburg (1-0) at W.M.C.
27 -- Franklin & Marshall (1-0) at Gettysburg

OCTOBER

4 -- Mt. St. Mary's (1-0) at Gettysburg
5 -- Franklin & Marshall (1-1) at Gettysburg
22 -- Frostburg

Dick Holbruner and Bill Spaar have been elected co-captains of 1957 football team. Both boys are seniors and veterans of the gridiron wars. Holbruner Spaar both participate in basketball and track, also.

Holbruner Places In Rifle Matches

Holbruner was a second place winner in the 1956 National Rifle Matches held in Camp Perry, Ohio. Holbruner was among 32 riflemen from the Second Marine Division who competed in the match.

Bill Spaar is a senior pre-med student from Anacostia High School in Washington, District of Columbia. He is the team captain and will be playing end for the Green and Gold.

Another

With Al Spicer

history and political science major from Sparrows Point, Maryland. He will again play tackle.
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27 -- Franklin & Marshall (1-0) at Gettysburg

OCTOBER

4 -- Mt. St. Mary's (1-0) at Gettysburg
5 -- Franklin & Marshall (1-1) at Gettysburg
22 -- Frostburg
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Miss Wilma Robertson To Reign Homecoming

PMS&T Announces Six As Distinguished Military Students

Six Distinguished Military Students have been designated by the ROTC Department at Western Maryland. The students are Cadet Major John Hirt, battalion commander, Cadet Captain Jack Anderson, first lieutenant, Cadet Captain Philip E. Uhrig, second lieutenant, and Cadet Lieutenant Frank Verdin, second lieutenant. They are from Westminster.

In order to qualify for designation, the students must be in the upper half of their class (men students) or upper 15 per cent of the ROTC class (advanced students only). They must have the essential qualities of a good U. S. Army officer. In addition, these men must be recommended by their company or troop officer.

Three West RA

By being a ROTC student, a young man or woman should apply for a commission in the Regular Army or Army Reserve, a preliminary one-third of all applications and recommendations for KA commissions are accepted. Last year three students from West- ern Maryland applied and were accepted.

Sergeant John Staple

The ROTC Department has one new member, Sergeant John Staple, a native of Westminster. Although his official capacity is supply sergeant, Sergeant Staple is also a member of the High School cadet company.

Kerschner And Mackay Are WBCA Coaches

Dr. John D. Kerschner, assistant professor of history, and Dr. John D. Mackay, Dean of Faculty and professor of English, have been selected to appear as Western Maryland’s representatives on WBCA’s fall and winter television series. The selection is the result of the outstanding young men in their major fields. The entire group was composed of officers of the faculty, and it was felt that they had had longer to acquire experience and expertise than underclassmen.

Dr. Kerschner began his higher learning at Hood College where he received his B.A. degree with a major in zoology. She continued her education by attending graduate school at Columbia University where she received a Ph.D. in genetics. During this graduate work Dr. Ker- schner was awarded fellowships from the National Institute of Health and the Public Health Service.

Monday's Assembly To Be Highlighted By Dr. Isanogle

Dr. Isabel T. Isanogle, associate professor of biology, will deliver a speech at Monday’s assembly. The subject of the talk will be the algae and other related microorganisms. The latter part of her talk will be delivered in a discursive form. Her text is entitled, “The Algae and Their Functions.”

Dr. Isanogle taught for a full year at the Protestant College in Syria, where she had been previously employed as a chemist by the Egyptian Government in New York City. Dr. John D. Mackay is a graduate of Western Maryland College and has been a member of the faculty since 1921. He has been a member of the educational faculties including mathematics, history, English, physics, chemistry, and music. He has served on committees and the Board of Trustees.

Sophomore Attendants

Miss Wilma Robertson was elected as the 1957 Homecoming Queen in a student assembly last Monday. Her court will consist of the Miss First Runner-up, Miss Second Runner-up, and Miss Third Runner-up.

Miss Robertson is a home economics major from Rockville, Maryland. She appeared on the Homecoming Court in her sophomore year, and was ROTC sponsor in her sopho- more year. She is one of the 350 students who were queen of the Military Ball. The Queen has been active in many extra- curricular activities. She has been a member of the Home Economics Club for the past three years. She has part- icipated in intramural sports since her freshman year. She has been a member of the W.A.A. for the last three years. She is active in the ROTC organization and in the honor society and in her sophomore year, she was chosen to join the Western Maryland College Graduate for Study Abroad

The Rotary Club of Westminster is seeking applicants to nominate to their board of directors for a Rotary Founda- tion Fellowship covering a year’s study in some selected foreign country or university. The nominee must be a senior member of the faculty.

Local Club Seeks College Graduate For Study Abroad

The Fellowship will be awarded from the Maryland District this year, as well as from 12 other districts throughout the world. The applicant must be college graduate or candi- date for graduation, and must be able to speak the language of the country where he or she plans to study. Selections will be made on the basis of academic record and character. Any student interested or desiring information should contact Mr. Boner or Robert A. Scott, (Chairman of the Fellowship Committee) no later than October 15.

MELODY HOP

The first Melody Hop of the 1957-58 season was held on Saturday evening, October 12 from 8 to 11, in Elms Hall. This group of activities will be rendered by Don D’Ar- pier and his orchestra. Admission price is twenty-five cents (25c). Refreshments will be served. Students may come stag or drag.

Honorables Awards Received By Six WMC Students

Six Western Marylanders received honoraries this year. The first annual fall convocation was held on Tuesday, September 24 in Alumni Hall.

Mackay Award

The Albert Emery Award for Fresh- men Mathematics, presented by The Chemical Rubber Company, was awarded to Miss Virginia Kirkby, ’60. Established through a bequest of the late H. H. Feyton for students stud- enting in U. S. History, The Albert Emery Award is given to a student who has demonstrated in her work, teaching or research, qualities of character and scholarship which the late Dr. Harry Clay Jones, who taught at the College for many years, considered essential characteristics of an ambassador of goodwill. He will gain a comprehensive knowledge of the fields including mathematics, history, physics, and music. The entire group was composed of officers of the faculty, and it was felt that they had had longer to acquaint themselves with the faculty and the student body.

Monday's Assembly To Be Highlighted By Dr. Isanogle

Dr. Isabel T. Isanogle, associate professor of biology, will deliver a speech at Monday’s assembly. The subject of the talk will be the algae and other related microorganisms. The latter part of her talk will be delivered in a discursive form. Her text is entitled, “The Algae and Their Functions.”

Dr. Isanogle taught for a full year at the Protestant College in Syria, where she had been previously employed as a chemist by the Egyptian Government in New York City. Dr. John D. Mackay is a graduate of Western Maryland College and has been a member of the faculty since 1921. He has been a member of the educational faculties including mathematics, history, English, physics, chemistry, and music. He has served on committees and the Board of Trustees.
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The The Look

The Gold Bug is once again being printed in the traditional newsprint. The choice of this material on the economic majors. If total cost of production and distribution is to be met, a subscription must be found to make the two figures roughly synonymous. One solution would be to cut frequency of publication. Another would be to attempt to cut costs per issue.

Obviously the first solution is no solution at all. A college paper on a monthly basis loses so many student readers that it can never hope to be self-supporting. There is then only the alternative left. Newsprint is considerably cheaper than the semi-gloss paper. The alternative is no alternative.

To the editor, and the old look: superman, supreme. At least the look is being maintained. The New York Times and several other papers of comparable worth in the Goddard General have maintained a look remarkably well without the advantage of advertising to help pay for it.

A subscription campaign is being run through the week to help pay for the production of the Gold Bug. A mimeographed letter will be sent to parents of the student body asking them to consider a subscription. A subscription coupon is enclosed in this Young Man's Cabin (1957). The Gold Bug will come out... every two weeks.

"Sharing In Christ!"

By Dave Esterly

In believing individuals in a group where a student must grow not only intellectually and socially but also spiritually, believing individuals in a group association has planned a program for the student body intended to meet that need, the sharing of Christ in the student's life. The S.C.A. has focused its emphasis on the theme of "Sharing in Christ!" as a means of uniting students closer together in a fellowship and brotherhood. We seek to make Christ central in our lives, and to love one another more positively and creatively.

In the following pages, we will begin a series of meetings on Christianity on October 9. This program is geared toward our own spiritual growth as well as our growth within our church faith. Each meeting will be led by a different person in order to help the students better understand the scriptural basis for our Christian beliefs. Some of the topics to be covered will include

The Knox Bible Study: "An Analysis of the Old Testament" and "An Analysis of the New Testament" with Dr. F. C. Godbey. The study will begin with an introduction to the Bible and the biblical canon, followed by a detailed examination of the Old Testament. The course will then proceed to an examination of the New Testament, focusing on the life and teachings of Jesus Christ. The study will conclude with an examination of the early church and its development. "The Knox Bible Study" will be particularly valuable for those interested in a deeper understanding of the Bible and its significance for our lives as Christians.

The S.C.A. will sponsor other groups on campus with which you are prob-

advice

by Myrtle Mirzendorf

Popularly by continuously courting young students in football games, or be actively courting their fraternities.

Mysteriously yours,

Myrtle Mirzendorf

Dear Dr. Bono,

I was singing, "Hooray for the Girls," and we say...

But this is NOW,

If you need some good seed. Within the past 3 weeks my life has become completely different. I have discovered that I am... and we say...

Dear Dr. Bono,

Are you planning to go to the ball game tonight?... and we say...

Rotten Peats Invade Campus

Yes sir, the air is over winter and winter is approaching. How can we use it? Simply by feeding it at the right time and using the proper amount. This is the role of the animals that return to college. However, keep in mind the different species of rats that can be found on campus and their behavior in anticipation of an encounter—or can rats talk? If one hopes in the dictionary, he can find rat talk. —Where?—"Under" R.U. naturally, and we say...

We meet and look behind the rat, who believes it or not, is standing there with knitting knees, and we say...

But we must go on. Then we realize that a rat is a grazing or eating animal, and as we say...

For Religion in Life Week which is February 9-U, we are very pleased to have acquired as our main speaker, Dr. Albert P. Shirkey from Mt. Vern-
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Dean Howery took a sabbatical leave second semester of last year that she might have a fully dressed theater and the English faculty at Westminster College produced her own two plays. Each episode of her trip was aimed at fitting into the Eng-
lish faculty's interests of living and learning faculty members. Of interest was the fact that she had been the accompanist for three years. If she, the English faculty members, sang the accompaniment for three years. If she, the English faculty members, sang the accompaniment for three years.

Margaret Whieldon of ex-suffragettes. She found the women dedicated to the cause of British women. She had been impressed by the energy and courage of these women.

Dean Howery's scholarship and service efforts have been widely acclaimed. She has been a member of the American Association of University Women and has served on the board of directors for many years. She has also been a member of the American Society for Cultural Understanding and has served as a consultant for several national organizations.

Margaret Whieldon is a valued member of Westminster College, and her contributions to the college have been significant. She has been a mentor to many students, and her dedication to education and service is an inspiration to all.

Margaret Whieldon's career is centered around the college and the community. She is a valued member of Westminster College, and her contributions to the college have been significant. She has been a mentor to many students, and her dedication to education and service is an inspiration to all.

Margaret Whieldon is a valued member of Westminster College, and her contributions to the college have been significant. She has been a mentor to many students, and her dedication to education and service is an inspiration to all.
Thursday, October 24
Shippensburg Away

Friday, October 11
Baltimore Jr. College HOME

Since the Green Terrors will play Pennsylvania Military College this fall, Betty Reid will continue to improve week by week.

A nucleus of last year's team. It is expected that the Terror booters will place fifth in the E.C.A.C. for the week. Dick Holbrunar is the 'leading pass yards, and Warren Schwartz leads the passers with a total of 230 yards to

as good an aerial game as this particular team. Both of our touchdowns last Friday night were by passers, both passers were thrown by Schwartz, one to Dick Holbrunar for 15 yards and the other to Carroll Glass, a freshman, for a total of 35 yards.

COACH WALDORF PLEASED BY SUPPORT

The Terrors have gained 292 yards on the ground and 252 yards in the air. Gary Miller is the leading ground-gainer with 192 yards, and Warren Schwartz leads the passers with a total of 310 yards to place fifth in the E.C.A.C. Holbrunar is the leading pass receiver and punter; he also has scored the most points.

BOOSTERS EXPECTED TO IMPROVE

The soccer team dropped their first game with Loyola but looked better than most observers had hoped. The team is now recharging after graduating a minus of four seniors last year. Its is expected that the Terrors booters will continue to improve week by week.

The Good Bug Sports this year includes four new faces. Helping your sports editor as a general assistant will be Charles Pugh. Betty Reid will after being held.

Statistically speaking, the Terrors have gained 302 yards on the ground and 250 yards in the air. Gary Miller is the following the gives the team the support they need for the game.

This point the freshman quarterback sneaked for one yard. However, the Terrors were downed for the second time this season's schedule is not as large. This season the team has had. They tied to paydirt two minutes later. The Yellow Jackets kicked off to the visitors' 49. With Warren Schwartz pointing the score was WMC 20, R-M 7.

The first quarter came to a close when Mount St. Mary's scored a goal in the early minutes of the first inning. Their second point was scored by Mitchell, Birge Reichard, David Buckingham, Raymond G.Burg's first attempt for a goal. Keep

The Greyhounds from Loyola College were deprived of scoring the Western Maryland soccer goal this season. 1 to 1. The game played on October 4 at Loyola was the first win for the Greyhounds since the 1951 season.

The first quarter was evenly matched but the home team soon counted with Lou Booth kicked in a penalty shot midway in the final period. The second quarter was evenly matched but the home team soon counted with Lou Booth kicked in a penalty shot midway in the final period. The second quarter was evenly matched but the home team soon counted with Lou Booth kicked in a penalty shot midway in the final period. The second quarter was evenly matched but the home team soon counted with Lou Booth kicked in a penalty shot midway in the final period.

In the third quarter Gettysburg scored twice on an eight yard run by Haley and a six yard dash by Best. The final quarter brought another bullet score when Dick Bravilo kicked on for one yard. However, the Terrors got hot after this and scored two quick touchdowns before the final gun. Both Terrors scores were thrown by Warren Schwartz, one to Dick Holbrunar for 25 yards and the final one to Carroll Glass on a beautiful 50 yard pass. Holbrunar proved that he has a good toe by converting on his only attempt of the game.

The Terrors and Bullets played their last game in a series which extends back to 1956 at York, Pennsyl- as the first half neared a close Randolph Macon moved deep into Ter- ror territory. Halfback Jack Vaughn carried the ball twice and scored a point in the second quarter. Later in the third quarter the Terrors scored a goal. As the first half neared a close Randolph Macon moved deep into Ter- ror territory. Halfback Jack Vaughn carried the ball twice and scored a point in the second quarter.

As the first half neared a close Randolph Macon moved deep into Ter- ror territory. Halfback Jack Vaughn carried the ball twice and scored a point in the second quarter.
New Committee Plans Activities

The Student Government Association of Western Maryland College is in the process of organizing the various committees which will aid in the planning of committee activities. Mrs. W. M. L. Smith, who heads the committee, has stated that the purpose of the committee is to help interested students organize their activities and to aid the University in any way possible.

The committee is also planning to organize a new committee to aid in the planning of activities for the coming year. This committee will be composed of students from all over the University and will meet regularly to discuss the various activities that are planned for the coming year. The committee will also be responsible for providing financial support for the various activities that are planned.

The committee is also planning to organize a new committee to aid in the planning of activities for the coming year. This committee will be composed of students from all over the University and will meet regularly to discuss the various activities that are planned for the coming year. The committee will also be responsible for providing financial support for the various activities that are planned.

Traditional Floats, Activities Highlight Annual College Homecoming Celebration

A pop rally, on Friday evening, included members of the Homecoming queen, the Homecoming court, and the Homecoming princess. The crowd was entertained by the musical selections of the Eger Players, who performed a variety of songs and dances. The floats were judged on their originality, color, and theme, and the winners were awarded prizes.

Activities include: Floats, Ball, and Sports

Floats: Displays sponsored by the various fraternities and sororities will be judged on originality, color, and theme. Prizes will be awarded to the winners.

Ball: The Homecoming dance will be held on Saturday evening, followed by a bonfire and a bonfire dance.

Sports: The Homecoming football game will be played on Saturday afternoon, and the Homecoming basketball game will be played on Sunday afternoon.

 ROTC Announces Six New Sponsors

The ROTC unit recently received their sponsors for the 1957-58 school year. They are: Jean Lambertson, president; Beverly Bosworth, vice-president; and Jack D. Taylor, secretary. The sponsors are: Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates, Mr. Eger and Associates.

Alma Mater

Subscription for the 1957-58 edition of the Alma Mater is now being taken. The subscription fee is $1.00 per issue. The subscription includes two issues of the magazine, one for the fall semester and one for the spring semester.

Français

Subscription for the 1957-58 edition of the Journal of the French Department is now being taken. The subscription fee is $1.00 per issue. The subscription includes two issues of the magazine, one for the fall semester and one for the spring semester.

French Club To Sponsor Orphan

Miss Ruth Benson, former house director for McNabald Hall, has made arrangements through the French Club to sponsor an orphan, Claude. Miss Benson, who is a member of the French Club, has been instrumental in organizing the club, and she is proud of its success.

Asian Flutist Doubtful

Miss Violet Sturdivant, college club member, has been asked to perform at the Homecoming dance. It is reported that she was flabbergasted at the news.

Fraternity Activities

The following have been invited to join the society on probation: Sue David- ther and has had several one man exhibitions.

Javelin

The annual Javelin competition will be held on Friday, October 28, at 4:00 p.m. The competition will be held in the track and field area, and the awards will be presented at the ceremony held on Saturday evening.

Soccer Win

The annual soccer game will be played on Saturday, October 29, at 3:00 p.m. The game will be held on the soccer field, and the awards will be presented at the ceremony held on Saturday evening.

Mr. Pennybaker To Be Given By College Players

The annual Thanksgiving Day game will be played on Saturday, November 25, at 1:00 p.m. The game will be played on the college field, and the awards will be presented at the ceremony held on Saturday evening.

Soccer Win

The annual soccer game will be played on Saturday, October 29, at 3:00 p.m. The game will be held on the soccer field, and the awards will be presented at the ceremony held on Saturday evening.
Element Human Dominates In Paper, Paste Hodge-Podge

Contrary to popular belief, the Gold Bug is not written, edited, and copy-read by a anonymous group of Hill-town villagers who actually people behind the scenes. They are the brainchild of the "Gold Bug" that sacrifices Monday and Thursday evenings blood, sweat and tears to provide an accurate and timely firing for the dormitory write-ups that will make your life easier.

‘Moeb’ has a number of meetings attend and when seen either com- ing or going their mates must be able to make a weak in advance unless you have a valid excuse or show. 

"The deadline is Monday. And all their efforts are geared as she hurries off to another meeting. She is working on a project for the psychology which she intends to get to the faculty as soon as she can. It isn't an easy schlep for her. In her role as a psychology student, she has to be a fool to pay for something and not use it. This, however, is precisely what is done yearly by many students.

Front pages is currently complicated by a refuge from the biology depart- ment. His problem is the phenom- enal memory for unforseeable anten- nal conditions of the year, how does man come to be, be it a seminal fact or a sequel to the medical world, but can never be entertained. He is an bulldozer, or headline be found in a village. A Village Life Editor is on- line second semester is just around the corner, a paper can be found in a village.

"Lehigh, I want to go to Lehigh" is because she isn't proficient in other "Crafts" and "Clubs." Skip is always glad to converse with his friends and acquaintances. She finds it a characteristic phrase of this pert fields—but because she does her pres- ent. She puts an end to the old proverb NEWS FROM THE NORTH END GO L

"I love Paris... there’s nothing more to it."
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Academic Robes And Colors Are Historically Significant
By James Lighthipe

Have you ever wondered, as you stood and waited for the long procession to file into Alumni Hall for Convocation, Invention, or Graduation, just what all the regalia, robes and colors meant? It is quite a long history to academic costumes, and to trace this history and all the regulations governing their designs through the centuries is a task of itself. Many universities have undergone so many changes from the original form that it is hard to see a connection between professor and student, between degree of learning and the clothing that went with it.

When changes occurred, the schools that made them set up certain rules to distinguish between professor and student, between degree of learning and between different classes. These rules continued to be set up until the end of the 19th century and into the 20th century, when universities began to be more standardized. There was no more system of design, materials, colors, or meanings than England had preserved.

The code established in 1893, however, as part of increased efforts to set a uniform pattern for academic regalia in the United States, was established. The Master's Degree in literature was represented by a black robe with a gold tassel fastened to the left front. The hood was black with the exception of the dark blue trim for the Ph.D. These robes were to be set up to apply to most American universities. It was felt that a standard, uniform dress, learning and degree were of importance. To file into Alumni Hall for Convocation, Investiture, or Graduation, just what to wear was of importance. There is a system of meaning that goes with each of these parts of the academic costume.

In 1895, however, as more institutions were established and today ninety-five percent of all schools adhere to its forms, the hood itself denotes the subject of the degree. Several usual colors are: Philosophy—dark blue; Education—light blue; Art—white; Music—pink; Medicine—green; and Theology or Divinity—scarlet. The velvet and gold used in the hood also follows the color of the degree, if the wearer chooses, but usually this color black with the exception of the dark blue trim for the Ph.D.

The lining inside the hood is of the colors of the school from which the degree was conferred. For more than one color a chevron or bar of one color crossed a field of the background of the other. The hood for Western Maryland has a gold chevron over a green field, showing that the service was awarded from this school. A Bachelor's hood is three feet long and the colored band is two inches wide. The Master's hood is three and one-half feet long and the band is three inches wide. The Doctoral hood is four feet long and the band is five inches wide. This band also has black and gold on each side and is rounded at the bottom on the panels and are pointed at the bottom. The piping around the rounded edge of the doctoral hood is also in the school colors.

Dr. Emor's Hood
The Dean's Doctor wears his hood of the Doctor of Divinity, the honorary degree conferred upon him by W&M. A general note can be made here to distinguish from our own school looks like. It has hanging from the hood which also goes around the neck and which denotes the area of the award, Divinity. The colors lining the hood imitate those of the academic robes. Israel's hood, at the bottom showing the degree and the color. W&M has velvet trimming and three velvet bands, and his mortarboard has a gold tassel, all of which are done in the same colors. The academic costume is the same for all the various degrees or honorary degrees. Wearing of academic regalia lends an air of formality to any occasion, and as a part of our academic heritage just as books, learning and degrees have their part.

High On The Hill
Seniors Symbolize W.M.C. Spirit
By Louise Mioniing
Most Norma—Trantorcura, Dean's Listee, member of the Argonauts, the Drama Club, and the Glee Club. She's that gal with the friendly, soft-spoken manner when you might expect a silent bookish type. It's just part of her easy-going college life. Meet her—she is, if you can catch her, for she is constant in the go.

Winfred Roberts Walsh is an impressive member for the girl we all know as Winnie or just plain Winnie. She is that girl with the friendly, soft-spoken manner when you might expect a silent bookish type. It's just part of her easy-going college life. Meet her—she is, if you can catch her, for she is constant in the go.

By Marianne Shores
Winfred Roberts Walsh is an impressive member for the girl we all know as Winnie or just plain Winnie. She is that girl with the friendly, soft-spoken manner when you might expect a silent bookish type. It's just part of her easy-going college life. Meet her—she is, if you can catch her, for she is constant in the go.
Hampden-Sydney Victorious As Terrors Drop Second Tift
Coach Waldner's victory eleven salvaged their season with a Conference win in three outings, as the Hampden-Sydney football team rolled up its fourth consecutive victory, 25-6. Two of these triumphs were league games.

WMC Stopped, 41-28 By Penn Military
Pennsylvania Military College visited the guests on an option play by Schwartz and Ted Farrow connected for WM-7, PMC-O. The score now stood 25-6. Two of these victories were of the Terrors scoring was handled by two different players, however, Western Maryland was rors' soccer team was defeated by de- fendants on Hoffa Field, October 12th, the Terrors showed some spark in their second quarter, when Jerry Miller (7)

NOTES FROM HERE AND THERE
The Terrors have really had some tough going since the last game of the season against Catholic University. It was a very tough game, but the Terrors had the ball advanced to within 1 yard from the end zone and a touchdown in the final minutes of the game. The score remained 1-0 at the half as in- accurate field goal attempts kept the Terrors from scoring. Team members are nipples to make it a 1-0 week.

COLEST IMPRES BALTIMORES
The Baltimore Colts may be experiencing the best year of their history. They won the first three games of the year and were not beaten until the final game. Their offense is very good and their defense is very strong. They have been turned on by the coaching staff and are prepared for the coming games. The Colts are ready to go and are expected to be very strong.
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WMC Stopped, 41-28 By Penn Military
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Local Professors Plan Programs For 'College Campus'

Dr. John Donald Maclntyre and Dr. John Kerewski from the Maryland College faculty, have submitted their topics for the new series of W.B.L.-T.Y. programs entitled "College Campus." Dr. Kerewski will appear on Saturday, November 17, at 8:30 p.m., on channel 11. Since she is the biology department at the college, her topic will be one of biological nature. She will deliver a program entitled "Birds and Their Languages." She plans to discuss the dating of these birds.

Several students have reported that they are missing their scalpels and others seem to have lost their scalps. Authorities are checking this present situation.
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This column is devoted to the Homecoming Game this Saturday, November 9, 1957. This column is meant to help dribble a real story about the history of the Great Dane Game, and the much-beloved tradition that it has become. The purposes to encourage young students to go out to the games and support our team.

To Each His Own: The Journey Home

Mark has been asked on the subject of Homecoming—presently in this issue, and previously in others, new history. It seems unfair, however, not to comment on it in the editorial column, since Homecoming is and always will be a subject for much comment.

Homecoming is viewed in many ways. The CSA perhaps views it with dismay as the thought of thieves to be ordered, parade to be organized, banners to be hung full of nonsense to be established, seats and displays to be scheduled, and items on of fashion. Casualties, fraternities, and sororities scorch to have cause of certain formalities in the festive week. End approaches and nobody has an idea for a float or displays. The football team views it as a chance for the Big Win in the eyes of the admiring alumni, and the alumni... the most biased viewers of all.

Let's face it. Homecoming is created for the Alumni. It is time for them to come back and reconcile about the Good Ole Days. It is the time for them to compare families and square that college student is actually a great team. There are a lot of good troops in the past; the classes gone and many of us can't look back at Ole Main and wonder if it will be there at the next Homecoming.

Homecoming is many things, but above all it is an expression of Old Main, located on the hill. It is a symbol of all of us, and it is as real and well as the athletes' spirits are important, but they are not all important. We are at home on the football and soccer fields, Homecoming 1957 will be the same success it was last year.

The Gold Bug, Nov. 9, 1957

WMC Bridge Club Reveals Secrets
by Pat Keel

There is, on the picturesque campus of Western Maryland College, a cult known as the Bridge Players. This group meets regularly, every Tuesday and Thursday at 11:30 PM in the Grille during the academic year. The secret society, however, is not administered by the usual means. Rather, they meet in an informal setting where they can discuss their shared passion for bridge. The practices are designed to help students develop a deeper understanding of the game and improve their skills. The society is known for its innovative teaching methods, which often involve interactive role-playing scenarios. The leaders of the group are dedicated to ensuring that all members feel included and supported in their pursuit of excellence in the game. The Bridge Club is known for its welcoming atmosphere and its commitment to fostering a community of like-minded individuals. Although the specifics of the group's activities are kept confidential, they have a reputation for being highly competitive and skilled. If you're interested in becoming a part of this unique society, contact the bridge club to learn more about the group's meetings and what it means to be a part of the Bridge Players. With a focus on skill development and camaraderie, the Bridge Club offers a unique opportunity for students to engage in a passion that they can share with others.
A Changing W.M.C.

To Welcome Alumni

Returning alumni will find that the Westminster M.C. has earned the "new look" this year. From the front of the campus, which is now able to see more than the usual amount of campus, to the back of the campus, where a "soft ball" diamond will be built, the campus will be transformed. The entire campus is being completed late spring. Up by the hill the new campus dominates the scene, where it is perfectly located. It will be a sight to see.

At the gates there will be time for reminiscing and renewing old acquaintances, and a new group of people will be able to see the stands from the stands of the same. Alumni welcome, and a good show!

Heagy's Sport Shop

16 W. Main
Tilson 8-515
A Complete Sports Line

Carroll County General Hospital of Tomorrow

There is no doubt that we need a hospital in Carroll County now. During the past year and a half a committee has been at work studying this problem and planning just how to meet it. It is almost unanswerable that one has not been built before this. With a population now at the 20,000 mark, there should, under government standards, be more than 200 hospital beds available. The fact is that there are none. The nearest hospitals are on the average of thirty miles away over heavily traveled highways. And it is not always possible to get to a bed. If Carroll County had kept a 100-bed hospital last year, it would have operated at 85% capacity all year long.

Indeed the county is late in recognizing the need for a hospital and making plans to construct one. New legislation is a fifty-bed general hospital an as adjacent to the present Medical Center located off Washington Road. It will be built on the site which will allow for more construction when additional funds are available and the demand for local services increases.

Surgical services will include two operating rooms, one private room, eight two-bed rooms, two four-bed rooms, and six eye-operating rooms. Also there will be medical and maternity services, such as two delivery rooms, two labor rooms, one private room, eight two-bed rooms, two four-bed rooms, two nurseries, one recovery, the Emergency and Casual Services Department, a fracture room, an oxygen room, a laboratory and a pharmacy are being built to accommodate an ultimate 100 bed limit.

Approximately one million dollars is the cost of this fifty-bed unit. This is a relatively modest amount and it is possible only because of central study, the county providing the site and the use of a portion of the present medical center for administrative purposes. The money will come from three sources. From the county tobacco tax and accumulated gifts it will earn $5,000,000. The Federal Government will give $156,000 from the Hill-Burton Funds. A total $1,000,000 will be raised by public subscription in Carroll County and the Reston area of this. Of this amount nearly one-half has been achieved.

The Leo Connolly Corporation is conducting the drives with cooperation and leadership of many prominent citizens. This drive is divided between two localities, Scott S. Baer is the General Committee Chairman of the Westminster Area. In the Reston area D. P. Cloyd, M.D. holds this position. There are many contributions in the campaign with Louis E. Scharer heading the committee of clergymen.

With the support of many such civic-minded citizens, the urgent need for a hospital will soon be filled.

The National Teacher Examination, prepared and administered annually by the Educational Testing Service, will be given at 100 testing centers Saturday, November 15, 1958.

The college which is available, to the school system in which he is seeking employment, will advise him whether he should take the common examinations or one or both of the eleven optional examinations.

Included in the common examinations will be tests in professional knowledge, teaching ability, general cultural expression, and non-verbal reasoning. The optional examinations are designed to demonstrate mastery of subject matter to be taught. A bulletin of information describing registration procedures and containing sample test questions and an application may be obtained from Dr. Ralph's Crown Service

"THE STORY OF BUSTER MILLER"

Joan Crawford

"JET PILOT"

Jill Ireland

"INTERLUDE"

June Allyson

Rosalie Drake

"NO DOWN PAYMENT"

Tony Randall

James Cagney

"THE TEN COMMANDMENTS"

All Star Cast

VistaVision

Color by Technicolor

Continuous 1 p.m., Saturdays, Holiday Shows 2 and 4 p.m.

For Your Homemaking

OVERCOATS

Dutterer's

114 Pennsylvania Ave.

Tilson 8-8550

Dave Harper (Campus Rep.)

Ralph's Crown Service

Penna. & Berks Ave.

Westminster, Md.

Phone TI 5-8332

"GOLD BUG and a few others"

Apply -

Ask for

Dave Harper (Campus Rep.)

Tuesday, November 15, 1958.

"GOLD BUG and a few others"

Apply -

Ask for

Dave Harper (Campus Rep.)

"GOLD BUG and a few others"

Apply -

Ask for

Dave Harper (Campus Rep.)
This year’s Homecoming will see the varisty, the Alumnae, and the Student Body all working together to make this year’s event a success. As always, the Homecoming will be the high point of the fall season and the players on the football team will be very excited to represent Drexel Institute of Technology in the annual game.

The football team is off to a good start this season, and with the recent win over Notre Dame, they are looking forward to the upcoming games. The team is confident in their abilities and is determined to bring home a victory.

The Homecoming football game is scheduled for Saturday, October 25th, and it promises to be an exciting event. The entire student body is encouraged to come out and support the team.

In addition to the football game, there will be a variety of other activities and events taking place throughout the day. These include a parade, a costume contest, and a host of other fun activities.

The Homecoming celebration is not just limited to the students, however. The Alumni and the Faculty are also invited to attend and participate in the festivities.

So mark your calendars, gather your friends and family, and come out to support the Drexel football team on Homecoming Day. It's sure to be a day full of fun and excitement!
Twelve Seniors Chosen For "Who's Who"

Aloha Editor Announces Yearbook Appointments

The new Aloha staff for the year 1957-58 has been announced by Jeanne Ensor, editor of the yearbook. The new staff includes: Jeanne Ensor, Editor; Joe Maberry, Feature Editor; Judy Ilalls, Sports Editor; Betty Reid, Sports Page Editor; Tony Orchard, Cartoon Editor; John L. Hotz, U.S. History Editor; and Jack Anderson, Assistant Editor-in-Chief. The new staff is composed of 12 members, 11 of whom are male students and one female student.

The new staff members are:

- Jeanne Ensor, Editor
- Joe Maberry, Feature Editor
- Judy Ilalls, Sports Editor
- Betty Reid, Sports Page Editor
- Tony Orchard, Cartoon Editor
- John L. Hotz, U.S. History Editor
- Jack Anderson, Assistant Editor-in-Chief

The new staff members will be working on the yearbook, which is scheduled for publication in the spring of 1958. The yearbook is published by the National Collegiate Honors Publication Committee, and is available for purchase at the rate of $3.00 per copy.

Alumni Dance Follows Game

The fraternity and sorority alumni of Western Michigan College are invited to attend the annual alumni dance following the Michigan-West Virginia football game tomorrow night. The dance will be held at the Alumni Center and will feature music by the Western Michigan Glee Club. Refreshments will be served.

Argonauts Install Associate Members

The Argonauts installed six new associate members at their installation meeting last Monday night. Members of the faculty, university officials, and guests attended the ceremony.

The new associate members are:

- Bob Martin
- Bert Pumper
- Bill Weaigl
- Jim Lewis
- Jack Anderson
- John L. Hotz

The installation meeting was held in the Argonauts' office and was attended by the Argonauts' faculty advisor, Dr. Bert Pumper.

Gals Gee Club Presents Cantata

On Tuesday evening, December 3 at 8:00 p.m., the sixty members of the Gals Gee Club will present a program of Christmas music for the University of Western Michigan. The program will be presented in the McAllister Lounge.

The Cantata is called "Childe Jesus" and is composed by Joseph Clokey. It is sung by the Gals Gee Club under the direction of Dr. Bert Pumper, who is the director of the Gals Gee Club.

The Cantata will be presented on the second floor of the University Center and will be preceded by a welcome address by President W. F. Ensminger and a benediction by Dr. Bert Pumper.

The Cantata is sponsored by the University's Student Council and is supported by a grant from the Student Activities Fund.

Sigmans Win Scholastic Cup

The Intercollegiate Scholastic Cup was presented to Sigma Sigma Tau by the Sigma Sigma Tau Alumni Association for the highest cumulative grade point average for the junior and senior class.

The Sigma Sigma Tau students who received the award are:

- Margaret J. Conover
- Beverly D. Garret
- Margaret J. Conover
- Beverly D. Garret
- Margaret J. Conover
- Beverly D. Garret

The award was presented by President W. F. Ensminger and was accepted by the Sigma Sigma Tau student body.

The Sigma Sigma Tau students who received the award have maintained a cumulative grade point average of 3.0 or better for the past four years.

Molody Hop

The second "Molody Hop" of the current school year will be held tomorrow evening in the Argonauts' office from 8:00 to 10:00 p.m. The event is open to all students and will feature music provided by the Argonauts' band. Refreshments will be served.

The event is sponsored by the Argonauts and is open to all students.

Vocational Guidance

Students interested in taking advantage of the Vocational Guidance Service offered by the college may select the service by going to the Guidance Office located in the Lewis Hall. The services are available to all students and are offered free of charge. The guidance office is open from 8:30 a.m. to 4:30 p.m. Monday through Friday.
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Observations in the rain... the path through Robinson Garden has been alack of rocks that splash and when you least expect it does... cheap stones that just... you don't need them... because they're not covering up Bernards... a hooded creature (from Spitting Image) is the largest plant in the University of Houston, and all proceeds will go towards the purchase of drugs. The rumors in screamed colors with the caption "The present's already been by..." circulating the area, the temptations will be too much for the parents to pass up... I say, "What a poop" really before Homecoming... didn't make much difference though... and still it runs.

On the sunny side... guys and girls pinned, rings, ear-bobs, and jack- olad would have to do... and all of a sudden the Gray Mopet is the thing... And to get the point across... and the showers are... and the smoke... and the picture before it's over... "The theme of nature"... and "The things that nature"... and "the things that other people"... and "the things that other people"... and "the things that other people"...

There is a notice on the Main Bulletin Board about shoe shiner equipment being sold in the bookstore. Shall we interpret that as a hint? You must admit that's one of the best hints in the world.

A classic warning from the student body.
In his sophomore year he joined Delta Pi Alpha fraternity and is sergeant at arms of this national fraternity. He is also president of the Cardinal Club, a sociology major, Bill barns from St. Francis, Oklahoma.

Winfred Walsh

President of Sigma Sigma Tau, Winifred Walsh, an English-French major, who comes from Westminister. She has belonged to the French Club all four years, serving in the capacity of secretary last year and president this year. She joined the Argonauts last year and is currently vice-president of this organization. Winifred was chosen Associate Editor of the Argonaut at the beginning of this year and also was a Trumpeter in her sophomore and senior years, the position she holds in the present Argonaut. Other things which have claimed Winifred’s time’s have been “Good and Plush,” parties, and sports.

Margaret Whitlock

Student Christian Association vice-president, Margaret Whitlock has belonged to this organization since her freshman year. Her numerous other religious activities include the choir and the Methodist Student Movement. Margaret has been eligible for the Argonaut last year, and has also been in the French Club. This is a member of Phi Alpha Mu Sorority. A music major, she has given much time to this phase of campus activities, participating in the Glee Club, the Orchestra, and the Concert Band.

Caryl Joanne’s initiative, determination, and integrity, are the only qualities which have placed her “High on the Hill.” Her honest desire to work and do service has proved her worthy of the position she holds.

The Alumna is a “C.C.” major production this year. As editor she devotes many hours each week to this publication.

A lively “Sigma Skunk” for three years, Caryl Joanne is now vice-president. She is also well qualified for the office of president of Tri Sigma, as she is a Biology major.

Caryl Joanne was tapped as a trumpet for her senior year and has been a member of the Argonaut College Orchestra, Penn-Penn Players, intramural sports, W.A.A. and Student Christian Association vice-president. She is the corresponding secretary of Alpha Gamma Delta and is sergeant-at-arms of the FAC. Other things which have claimed Caryl Joanne’s time’s have been “Good and Plush,” parties, and sports.

Caryl Joanne has been active ever since her freshman year. She has served on the FAC. Other things which have claimed her time’s have been “Good and Plush,” parties, and sports.

By Natalie Warfield

A musical favorite on the New York stage—“South Pacific” will be presented by the Valley Thespians at the Margenthaler Auditorium on Friday and Saturday, November 30-December 1. At the lyric on November, 30th at 8:30 p.m. Virginia Reiske, a piano soloist, will play “Around the World With Music.” The program will include “Pump and Circumstance” by Elger, “Two Spanish Dances” by Deblauve, “Song of India” by Rimsky-Korsakov and several arrangements of old folk songs.

Of interest to students of history will be the December 15th drama at the Lyric, “The Red Badge.” A result has obtained academic Honors. Her major is Drama, and she is a Biology major.

Caryl Joanne was tapped as a trumpet for her senior year and has been a member of the Argonaut College Orchestra, Penn-Penn Players, intramural sports and W.A.A. also contributes to her busy days. As one of the friendliest and most popular students at WSC,” It is safe to assume, Caryl Joanne knew, as “High on the Hill.”
Hopkins Wins Second Win

Wizarding Football Team, 2-0

The Wizarding Football Team, second in the Western Maryland Conference, defeated the Lafayette College, 6-0, last Saturday afternoon. The Wizarding Team, under the guidance of Coach John D. Forbes, recorded a second win in as many games and is now tied with Westmoreland, 1-0, for the lead in the conference. Lafayette had a chance to tie the game in the second half, but a quarterback’s pass was intercepted by a Wizarding defender.

For the Girls

The Varsity Field Hockey Team defeated the Swarthmore College, 3-0, in their first meeting of the year. The game was played on the Homewood Field in Baltimore, Maryland, to an attendance of several hundred fans. The Wizarding Team, under the guidance of Coach John D. Forbes, recorded a second win in as many games and is now tied with Westmoreland, 1-0, for the lead in the conference. Lafayette had a chance to tie the game in the second half, but a quarterback’s pass was intercepted by a Wizarding defender.

Lafayette Sinks Green and Gold

Western Maryland’s Green Terrors started this period series with a Lafayete loss. TheTerrors started off with a roar gaining an early 7-0 lead. The scoring play was quartered, Warren Schwartz gained a 5-yard pass to Dick Holloway for a touchdown at the 2-yard line, Holloway. The scoring play of the drive was a 15-yard touchdown run by Schwartz. The Terrors then turned the ball over to the Green and Gold at the 50-yard line.

Another Side Line With Al Spier

Last weekend the Western Maryland varsity traveled to Easton, Pennsylvania, to play Lafayette. Those who have followed the team through- out the season feel that this was the team’s finest performance of the campaign. The Western Maryland and Lafayette in a 12-14 tie. Your sports editor, from the seat in the press box, overlooked many of the great plays and flashed the game over on live-to the readers. The Western Maryland game proved to be the victor because of their exceptional reserve depth. The Terrors displayed a team of a champion team which would have made the school proud.

The first quarter was scoreless with the Terrors leading 7-0. The second quarter saw the score held to a 12-14 tie.

The Terrors led the last three periods of the game, the Terrors went ahead 12-14 after Schwartz scored early in the second quarter. The Terrors were fighting to win the game over Lafayette.

Coach Pugh Selects “Lineman Of Week”

Western Maryland College’s Ath- letic Department is now awarding “The Lineman of the Week” to the best lineman of the week. As- signed Coach Dick Pugh, after look- ing at the game film, selects the winner.

The players are marked on a certain point scheme which includes: one point for assisting on a tackle, 2 points for a solo tackle, 5 points for tackling the quarterback, 8 points for forcing a fumble, 10 points for blocking a punt, and 15 points for blocking a kick. The team’s final tally was big enough to win the game.

Baughers Restaurant

Just Off the Campus

FOR A MEAL OR SNACK

Homemade Ice Cream and Thick Milkshakes

OPEN EVERY DAY

Seney’s KThere is a 5-way tie for first place by virtue of their win over the Bears, 2-14.

Orchids and Onions

A new feature of this column, Orchids and Onions, will find a permanent home here in the future.

This edition of the Washington College Orchid, awarding to Phil Ullrich and the soccer team on a decisive win over American University; to the entire football team for the bonus they earned in the game; to the added experience of every game.

The Orchids and the added of experience every game.

Baughers Restaurant

Just Off the Campus

FOR A MEAL OR SNACK

Homemade Ice Cream and Thick Milkshakes

OPEN EVERY DAY

Seney’s Kitchen

Westminster, Md.
T 87-7690

Our New Addition

The Colonial Dining Room

Compliments of

J. R. EVERHART
At The Forks

“Save up your pennies and come to SENNY’S”
Events Usher In Christmas

Christmas activities on the hill began Tuesday night with the Glee Club’s presentation of the cantata “Child Jesus,” directed by Prof. DeLong.

A traditional December event takes place tonight at 8:15 in Alumni Hall. Mr. Oliver Spangler and Mr. Philip Boyer will give a joint piano and violin recital. The program includes Handel’s Sonata No. 8 in A Major, Mozart’s Sonata No. 4 in C Major and Sonata No. 1 in D Major by Beethoven.

A new tradition last year, the tree lighting service will take place again this year on Sunday, December 8. Beside cereal carols, there will be the usual angel singing. Dr. Ensor will deliver the message at the ceremony, taking the place of the regular Sunday night chapel. A reception will follow in McDaniel Lounge at which refreshments will be served and cards will be sung.

The Christmas banquet on the 19th of December will be followed by an interdenominational community Shaker Chapel. Dr. Ensor will serve, assisted by Dr. Grinn.

A fraternity party at Frock’s will begin later in the evening. The night will be climaxed by dorm Christmas parties. Most of the parties will be highlighted by entertainment and refreshments.

At 11 A.M. on the morning of December 19, seniors will begin their gathering of various faculty members. Before they leave, the juniors will serve refreshments in the kitchen of McDaniel Hall. When they return, they will be served an early breakfast in the dining hall.

Trumpeters Present Traditional Banquet

The annual candlelight Christmas Banquet sponsored by the Trumpeters will be held Wednesday evening, December 18 at 8:15 in the dining hall. The banquet is open to the senior and junior women, includes Judy Corby, Gaye, Jeanne Hector, Nancy Lightner, Florence Mehl and Winnie Walsh.

Under the guidance of their advisor, Dr. Isenogle, the Trumpeters will present their annual traditional and the two halls downstairs. There will be a bibliography of the hall and in addition to a special memo.

The program is a moment of the traditional card singing led by Professor deLong, and a solo by Patty Starke. There will be the appearance of the Men’s Quartet and songs with members of the staff and waitresses. Dr. Ensor will deliver a Christmas message and there will be heard to hand to the festivities.

Annual Vespers Feature Nativity Play and Songs

The Christmas Vesper Service will be held in Alumni Hall, December 18, at 4:30 P.M. in Alumni Hall. This program is one of the oldest traditions at Western Maryland College. The Music Department and the Music Department come from the school and the program, the afternoon, the morning and evening church services for the con- cession of the students.

The College Choir under the direction of the Music Department will present the “Heaven’s Joy” to the students. The program will follow the pattern of the Cantata. The choir will be directed by Madeline Logan and the Handbell Choir from Henderson’s Memorial. The Dramatic Art Department will present "The Heart of Mary" to George M. Y. Baird. This is a mystery play with a religious spirit. The legend is a new one although it follows the scriptural narrative in the main. The play is set in the time of the nativity in Bethlehem, Judah, forty years after the birth of Christ.

The text consists of: Mary, Patricia Cooper Joseph, Closen Kay, Elizabeth M. Closen, Elizabeth M. Closen, Dona Jane, Roeder, Dorothyed, Dorothyed, and a Woman, Miriam Rhee. The play will be directed by Miss Esther Smith. Seating will be under the supervision of Mar- garet and Jack Andersen. James Lamson will direct the lightening.

This program will take the place of the regular Sunday night chapel service. Parents and friends are cordially invited to attend. For this event, the students will be allowed to sit wherever they wish.

Students Prepare Musical Recital

The five student conductors of Western Maryland’s 25th conducting program on Monday, January 13, at 8:15 in Alumni Hall. This concert is sponsored by the supervision of Prof. Philip Boyer.

The "Blue Ragged Banner" with assembly participation will open the program. Then a hymn, conducted by Mary Frances Earhart; "Bands and Gavottes," Gevroll, and "Aah Mincoin," Haply, Acts from The Marriage of Figaro, Mozart, and "Aa legitimus" from Symphony No. 5, Opus 28, Beethoven, conducted by Mary Lou Fowler are included in the program.

Margaret Whifeld will direct the orchestra in the presentation of the "Chorus of Hymnology" from Doctor Frerickson, Warmer, Finals from Commission, Opus 8, Schuman, and American from Symphony No. 4, "Gratiss" from Classical Symphony, Phrykoff, and Orhan Haref's songs from The Children, Barthel, are conducted by William Buhl.

French Club Plans Program

On Monday evening, December 16, at 8:00 the numbers of the French Club, sponsored by Professor deLong, will present their annual French Concert in McDaniel Lounge.

Mlle. Margaret Whifeld will conduct the chorus in the presentation of the program on the birth of Jesus, Christ, Christmas songs, and New Year’s songs. Included in the evening’s entertainment are the famous carol arrangements, and instrumental arrangements.

Mlle. Sara Gouin will sing the seasonal "Cantique de Noile," with other soloists will include Mlle. Patricia Well, John Rees, Ruth Anderson, Beverly Cox, and Margaret V. Scott.

In addition to the women, several men will hold special spots on the program. Among these soloists will be M. James McMahan, M. Robert Johnson, and M. Virginia Smith.

Aside from solo numbers, there will be a quartet and a double quartet, both preparing special arrangements for the successful concert.

Reading from a French Bible, Mlle. Shirley Burns will present the Christmas story of the nativity in the morning of M. Boyer and Mlle. Whifeld will play the piano. M. Winifred Walsh will accompany.

From the Music Department will come a French horn, a French flute, the trumpet, and stringed instruments.

Mlle. Snadder, along with the French students, will also sing carols to everyone to come to their choral program.

Famous Historian To Speak Here

The December 9 assembly will be highlighted by Ralph E. Turner, in- terpreter of history of the United States. In his speech, "The Twentieth Century: A Social History," Turner will bring us into the meaning of the twentieth century, whether a cultural decay or a cultural evolution.

Dr. Turner has been a professor of history at Yale University since 1944. Besides this, he is currently editor of the “History of the United States:” A Social History of the Scientific and Cultural Development of Mankind. Recently he has been chosen by the Commission of the UNESCO History. In his talk on the meaning of the confusion may be derived from the fact that, "All major determina- tion of our civilization is the vital, political, moral, religious, aesthetic, and other facts from the fact that the learning men have secured from the past is law to solve the problem of our time.""
Have We Lost The Meaning?

Christmas is another one of several significant holy days that man has turned into a commercial festival. The light and the hope that should come with the observance of this day are for many not present or considered deformable. It is true that at Christmas men are more apt to be kindly disposed to each other, and that many are more given to acts of charity and good deeds, that we are less reluctant to aid the needy. But in spite of these manifesta-
tions of good will and charity, the spirit of Christmas—of love, of joy, of peace, and of goodwill toward all men—has been held behind the trappings and intimations that now go with the day.

"Not that this is only an easier way to write it, which it is, but mainly that the X equals an unknown quantity whole discussion of which is not involved in the little light that is now shining in this little box.

In this light is what causes the great commercial "come-on" of the stores. This is why we are asked to give more money, and the words vary rather than worship and praise the occasion. For the Xmas prevalently stands on commerce.

May the real blessing of the real Christmas—Christ—be yours for a Her-

A Star Still Shines For Christmas, 1957

Nineteen hundred and fifty-seven years ago, to a maid and wo_SK sleeper, world.

"For behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord; and this shall be a sign unto you; Ye shall find the Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And suddenly there appeared unto them an angel of the Lord, coming in the midst of them, and lingering with them. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord; and this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And suddenly there appeared unto them an angel of the Lord, coming in the midst of them, and lingering with them. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people. For unto you is born this day in the city of David a Saviour, which is Christ the Lord; and this shall be a sign unto you: Ye shall find the Babe wrapped in swaddling clothes, lying in a manger. And suddenly there appeared unto them an angel of the Lord, coming in the midst of them, and lingering with them. And the angel said unto them, Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.

Fear not: for, behold, I bring you good tidings of great joy, which shall be to all people.

First Epistle to the Thessalonians 5:23 - ADVICE

Dear Myrtle,

Thank you for your note. I am glad you enjoy the Christmas spirit.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

adVICE

Dear Myrtle,

There are many young ladies who sit next to me in class. I have seen them on Monday, Wednesday, and Friday, and they have been very attractive, but that is just my opinion. So you are leading them to believe that you are literally buried in letters from children all over, as we are relaying our Christmas wishes to you, Myrtle. Please try to send us something about your school. The senior class wants good Graduating Class photos, but I don't know if they think it is a good idea. Maybe you should think about it, and send us your Christmas wishes.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

CAMPUS WISHES TO SANTA CLAUS

Dear Santa Claus,

We have been good boys and girls this year. Our parents have told us so.

Anyhow, next year we promise to do better. We ask you to come to our houses and give us the things you know are good for us. We also ask you to come to the campus and give us the things we need. We promise to be good boys and girls next year.

Thank you very much.

Sincerely,

Dave, writer, Myrtle

MYRTLE REVELLS

CIRCING THE HILL

Traditionally speaking ... fraternities nowadays are getting quite lively and noisy; have you noticed? People are starting to party again, and they really are effective ... the last pop rally was exceptionally clever—the show was presented by the talented fraternities. I wish the Hill was going to be be

Dear George,

How to know your "accord"? Most people put their feet in their "accord" so they haven't got last night of his target. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

Dear Myrtle,

I need your advice. I live with a group of girls who seem to think of me as a human being. I am never able to be alone except when I am in classes or with other people. I am not interested in social dances, but I am interested in the things we want. Many of the girls who live with me are interested in the things we want.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

Dear Myrtle,

For Holiday Season

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

How To Save Money For Holiday Season

The Christmas season is over, and you have to start saving for next year. You can do this by following these tips:

1. Cut out extraneous spending habits, like buying expensive gifts or going out to eat too often.
2. Reduce your budget by cutting back on unnecessary expenses, like subscriptions or memberships.
3. Create a Christmas budget to help you stay on track.
4. Look for ways to save on travel expenses, like choosing less expensive transportation options or staying at a budget hotel.
5. Look for ways to save on entertainment expenses, like choosing free or low-cost activities.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

To Santa Claus

My Lord, you are the best Santa Claus that ever lived. You have given me everything that I could possibly wish for. I am very grateful to you, and I will try to be a good boy next year.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

Myrtle Mirzendorf

Dear Myrtle,

Am I just dropping you a short line to tell you of my past activities.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means. You may be able to find out what this means.

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

To Santa Claus

Dear George,

I sent you a letter last week, and I didn't hear back. I think you must have lost it. I need your help. What can I do?

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

Myrtle Mirzendorf

Dear George,

You must have received my letter last week. I sent it to you, but I didn't hear back. I think you must have lost it. I need your help. What can I do?

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle
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Myrtle Mirzendorf

Dear George,

I sent you a letter last week, and I didn't hear back. I think you must have lost it. I need your help. What can I do?

Sincerely,

Dad, writer, Myrtle

Myrtle Mirzendorf

Dear George,
Georgian Colonial Chapel
Crowns Crest Of The Hill

The brightly colored Christmas lights of Main Street seem to lead to the "hill," and anyone traveling in this direction probably sees the newly constructed chapel of Baker Memorial Chapel. Located on the campus of Carroll College, the hill is the site for Baker in Carroll County. Although there are signs for the Baker College, the hill is home to many significant features, including the chapel, which is a prominent part of the campus. It has become a place of worship and remembrance for many people around the country.

Baker Memorial Chapel

The primary purpose of the new chapel will be to serve Sunday evening devotional and convocation services, as well as other school functions. The chapel will have a seating capacity of 947 feet above sea level - the tallest in the nation. It will be the tallest building in the United States and the fourth tallest in the world.

As there was a special conference of ministers this week, there was a special conference of ministers this week. The conference was attended by many prominent religious leaders, including the President of the United States, who delivered the keynote address. The conference was held in the new chapel, where the audience was seated on the hillside.

The church is a magnificent example of modern architecture, with a design that is both aesthetically pleasing and functional. It is a great place to worship and to reflect on the meaning of Christmas.

December 13-14

Christmas, it is scheduled for completion next spring - in time for The senior people both God, amid college life, and progress at W.C. Yet unfinished this sidewalk superintendents. The erection to 947 feet above sea level - the tallest in the nation. It will be the tallest building in the United States and the fourth tallest in the world.

As there was a special conference of ministers this week, there was a special conference of ministers this week. The conference was attended by many prominent religious leaders, including the President of the United States, who delivered the keynote address. The conference was held in the new chapel, where the audience was seated on the hillside.

The church is a magnificent example of modern architecture, with a design that is both aesthetically pleasing and functional. It is a great place to worship and to reflect on the meaning of Christmas.

Christmas is the only holiday that is celebrated by people around the world. It is not restricted to any nationality or city, nor is it limited to any one religion. Everyone is familiar with the religious significance of this festival.

The Christmas tree is a familiar symbol of Christmas. The tree was originally used as a symbol of the Wise Men's gift. The tree was originally in a baking shape and represented the manger. From England we imported the custom of decorating trees. The present day cards are an outgrowth of Christmas pieces which were decorated with paper stars decorated with iconography engraving.

Foreign Tours

In Ecuador the children put their shoes under the bed and hang their stockings on the bedposts where Santa can easily find them and fill them with presents. The idea of the wreath was borrowed from Germany. There a red cape and shoes under the bed and hang their stockings on the bedposts where Santa can easily find them and fill them with presents. The idea of the wreath was borrowed from Germany. There a red cape and shoes were covered with paper stars which were cut out when the paper was cut out. Everyone who passed under it in recent years mistletoe has come to represent the healing power of Jesus.

Familiar Symbols

Santa Claus is the most familiar symbol of Christmas. The symbol of Santa, as we know him today, was created in the 19th century. He is a jolly, plump, white-bearded man referred to as Santa Claus.

Many of the things we recognize as a Christmas icon are of Christian origin, but have roots in ancient Pagan Influence.

Our mythical Santa originated from Saint Nicholas, a Christian bishop who lived in Asia Minor. He is said to have given gifts to the poor and needy. The tradition of giving gifts at Christmas can be traced back to the ancient pagans.

Christmas is the one holiday that is celebrated by everyone who has a heart. It is a time when families come together to celebrate the birth of Jesus.

The British Isles are responsible for the traditional mince pie. It signifies the gifts of the wise men and is supposed to be made of the finest foods in the East. The pie was originally baked in a baking shape and represented the manger. From England we imported the custom of decorating trees. The present day cards are an outgrowth of Christmas pieces which were decorationed with paper stars decorated with iconography engraving.
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Western Maryland Rifle Team
High In Maryland Army Circles

Finding Western Maryland College a school with a varied sports program, it is the purpose of this article to feature a sport in which major emphasis has not been placed. The Cots & Cots' appellation, because of the nature of the activity, the rifle team.

By Robert Otto

With the victory of Russia's paid "amateur" athletes over the United States in rifle shooting during the 1960 Olympics, many Americans began to wonder what had happened to this traditional American activity. A tremendous emphasis has been placed on rifle shooting and this is reflected, to a certain extent, here at W.M.C.

Unfortunately, a rifle match is not a spectator sport, and the nature of pounder Phil Neary, former Mason-Chester High School, is losing his 157-pound berth, while the returnee Charlie Cock will most probably move to the 177-pound class.

The M.T.C.A. team supports its rifle corps, but the returnee Fred Stoever will again defend the 157-pound class. Sergeant Coyner is now the team coach, replacing Captain Howard, as well as Ron Sindy, and Karl Siel, as well as Bob Gosnell and Phil Stansfield, who were freshmen last year.

The rifle team was able to muster an improved play of senior Tony Sarne, who scored 10 points and last year's top scorer, Stan Stewart, who scored 22 points, must not be overlooked.

Rule Changes

The Tulan Committee of the National Collegiate Athletic Association has drafted the following major rules changes for the 1957-58 season:

1. A technical foul is to be imposed on a team if one or more players wear an illegal number. This number must be different from every player on the team, but is not required to attempt to score or try to get the ball. The responsibility for enforcement is definitely on the team behind in the score. After a warning, the referee shall assess a technical foul for failure to wear legal numbers. In overtimes, all fouls are regarded as part of the second half.

2. Any coach who attempts to personal contact officials should remember that there are instances of personal contact that can be and should be ignored.

3. The exception in Rule 9, section 8, applies only to Jump ball in the center circle.

Orchids To All

Orchids this week go to the soccer team for spirited play against the Blue Jays, and especially to Bruce Lee of Alden Hall, last year's soccer co-captain. We also send orchids to the Navy team for their decisive victory over Army and to the Baltimore Colts for their fistic-up win over the Los Angeles Rams. A technical foul therefore carries a 15-point penalty. In

Wrestling Schedule -- 1957-1958

Dec. 11-12--Towson State T.Y.C.A.M. Aways 8:00
Dec. 14--Towson Home 8:00
Dec. 15--American U. Home 8:00
Dec. 16--Lexington Home 8:00
Jan. 10--Pittsburgh Home 8:00
Feb. 15--Catholic U. Home 8:00
Feb. 16--University of Baltimore Home 8:00
Feb. 15--Dickinson Home 8:00
Feb. 16--Governor Home 8:00
Feb. 22-23--Gilford Home 8:00

Compliments of J. H. EVERHART COLLEGE BARBER At the Forks

SANTA'S got a list headed by Benny

That's because his food's so good he deserves plenty

Benny's Kitchen
Westminster, Md.
Toll 6-7120

Our New Addition
The Colonial Dining Room

A Coca-Cola Bottling Plant

Heagy's Sport Shop
16 W. Main
Toll 8-5155

A Complete Sports Line

Ralph's Crown Service
Penn & Hersch Ave.
Westminster, Md.
Phone T 6-6512

There's fun-filled delicious
when the campus empires
into cars, trains and planes
as Christmas begins.

Good going for good

A Coke
and go refreshed.

WESTMINSTER COCA-COLA BOTTLING CO., INC.

"The Coca-Cola Company"
JUDICIARY BOARD
Is Believed A Step To Self Government

"I feel that the Judiciary Board is a step towards greater student government and responsibilities. It was made by Wray Mowbray, president of the Student Council. The Board will answer to questions addressed to him about the student body. The committee was approved by the Student Government Association at its first meeting of the new year, and will meet every other week."

Mr. Wray Mowbray, President of Westerrf Maryland College, will be returning next year as a member of the faculty. He has been a member of Alpha Gamma Tau fraternity, and has been a member of the College Choir, and is currently serving on the SGA Co-ordinating Activities Committee.

Mr. Wray Mowbray is planning to return to the University of Iowa this winter, and will be returning to teaching.

Mr. Wray Mowbray is also planning to return to his duties as Business Manager of the school newspaper. He has been a member of the Student Council, and is currently serving on the SGA Co-ordinating Activities Committee.
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The Last One—“Thirty”

Every organization, a college newspaper definitely excluded, has its trials, its problems, its pressures, its working hours (unsatisfied) in large measure, and certainly in its personnel. And then the end comes. The time when he every editor in this world, and no just “another editor” but his “last” editor! The last issue that the time has gone so quickly, that all the things planned to be done for the college and the college campus.

The following are some of the main points that have to be covered:

1. The last issue of the college magazine...
2. The last issue of the college newspaper...
3. The last issue of the college yearbook...
4. The last issue of the college yearbook...
5. The last issue of the college newspaper...

The future is unknown to everyone, and the last issue of the college magazine is the last issue of the college newspaper.

Our Sincere Thanks

For Invaluable Aid

The regular appearance of the GOLDBUG in a two-week basis is due to the painstaking efforts of the students and employees of the TIMS, INC. Reprint edition. The student officers and student editors is the only staff... The student officers and student editors are the only staff...

The newspapers are now in press and will be ready for distribution... The newspapers are now in press and will be ready for distribution...

The student officers and student editors are the only staff... The student officers and student editors are the only staff...

The future is unknown to everyone...

LETTERS

To The Editor of the GOLDBUG:

I would like to reply to Miss Fos-ter’s letter published in the Novem-ber 20th issue of the GOLDBUG. My re- sponse is that of all the student officers and student editors, I feel that my response is the most appropriate to the subject at hand. I would like to...
Conformity--A Campus Plague

by M. Willcox

"Today's undergraduate is almost a caricature of conformity." These words accurately state one of the most pressing problems faced by the American college campus of today. The conformist is dictated by the expectations and preferences of others. His contemporaries are the sole determiners of his conduct. The student's first question is, who will say what when I do this? Many potentially creative individuals on our campus are led to mediocrity by the conformist ethic. Conformity is not the product of campus environment, however; it is rather an extension of the social pressures of society. "To avoid it..." and "this is the trend imposed on every schoolboy and schoolgirl," is both true and frightening. Our society--our schools are available today to "cure" the child who cannot or will not conform. This is "socialized"--which in current semantics means "cured." Our schools have become vast workshops where the student body, is "socialized" with rigid acceptance of their ideas. S.G.A. projects were born and nurtured by Flo's desire to "go along with the gang" in conformity. This is not the student who came to college to learn, nor is he the one for whom knowledge is suppressed because of fear of social ostracism. The student, I feel, does not conform with the students. The administration also seeks to keep individuals and a non-conformity. Through a system of tests and warnings, the student is "socialized" into believing that he is a part of progress. This result is an apathetic and spiritless body of students. Only with independence and submission on the part of the student can the student be "socialized." Conformity leads to degradation and dehumanization of the individual person. It suppresses initiative and self-improvement and results in mediocrity.

"Conformity is a disease which the freshman because of his desire to be liked and accepted by the upperclassmen, is trying to imitate the typical conformist. In buying such an organization, the individual identifies himself with a group which is identified with a group, and so on, until he is "socialized" between many groups. His thoughts and his actions are directed by the expectations and preferences of those groups. The result is not membership in an organized body, but rather that of being a part of the group, not an individual. Conformity is not the product of campus environment, however; it is rather an extension of the social pressures of society. "To avoid it..." and "this is the trend imposed on every schoolboy and schoolgirl," is both true and frightening. Our society--our schools are available today to "cure" the child who cannot or will not conform. This is "socialized"--which in current semantics means "cured." Our schools have become vast workshops where the student body, is "socialized" with rigid acceptance of their ideas. S.G.A. projects were born and nurtured by Flo's desire to "go along with the gang" in conformity. This is not the student who came to college to learn, nor is he the one for whom knowledge is suppressed because of fear of social ostracism. The student, I feel, does not conform with the students. The administration also seeks to keep individuals and a non-conformity. Through a system of tests and warnings, the student is "socialized" into believing that he is a part of progress. This result is an apathetic and spiritless body of students. Only with independence and submission on the part of the student can the student be "socialized." Conformity leads to degradation and dehumanization of the individual person. It suppresses initiative and self-improvement and results in mediocrity.
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"Conformity is a disease which the freshman because of his desire to be liked and accepted by the upperclassmen, is trying to imitate the typical conformist. In buying such an organization, the individual identifies himself with a group which is identified with a group, and so on, until he is "socialized" between many groups. His thoughts and his actions are directed by the expectations and preferences of those groups. The result is not membership in an organized body, but rather that of being a part of the group, not an individual. Conformity is not the product of campus environment, however; it is rather an extension of the social pressures of society. "To avoid it..." and "this is the trend imposed on every schoolboy and schoolgirl," is both true and frightening. Our society--our schools are available today to "cure" the child who cannot or will not conform. This is "socialized"--which in current semantics means "cured." Our schools have become vast workshops where the student body, is "socialized" with rigid acceptance of their ideas. S.G.A. projects were born and nurtured by Flo's desire to "go along with the gang" in conformity. This is not the student who came to college to learn, nor is he the one for whom knowledge is suppressed because of fear of social ostracism. The student, I feel, does not conform with the students. The administration also seeks to keep individuals and a non-conformity. Through a system of tests and warnings, the student is "socialized" into believing that he is a part of progress. This result is an apathetic and spiritless body of students. Only with independence and submission on the part of the student can the student be "socialized." Conformity leads to degradation and dehumanization of the individual person. It suppresses initiative and self-improvement and results in mediocrity.
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The first football scoring change in every fifty years was adopted by the University of Michigan said that this is "one of the most striking changes that has ever occurred in football. It will add drama to what has been the most dull, most stupid game in the past. It is a progressive step which will make football more interesting for the spectators."

Another of the important changes that says an ineligible receiver—this is a guard, tackle, or center—means now that an ineligible receiver that the near point out the effect these changes will have on the game in 1958.

Fred Dilles' New Virginian team has taken an early lead in the Intramural Basketball League. The New Virginians are undefeated in four games so far, including won both the Peach and the Bach. At the present time the Bach- 

In a game on Monday evening the New Virginians defeated the Peachers by a score of 92-55. Carroll Gillis scored one thousand points for the New Virginians, which was the total score of the game. Other high scorers were Malcolm Brown with ninety points and Preacher Bob Cole with twenty-five.

Jack Fringer, who was injured in the game, scored thirteen points for the Peachers. The second place Peachers, check out a win from the Peachers by a score of 50-48 in a game last Saturday.

led by sophomore Bill Jones, who scored sixty points in the first half and twenty-two for the evening, American University surged at vari-

Playing nip and tuck, freshman Lou Price lead the squad in scoring enough strength to deter the Terrors as he hit his set shots in the ball will be placed on the three-yard line. The Terrors mentor believes this change fifty yard penalty against the defense for interferring with an opponent's offensive signals, 23 each team will be allowed four free time-outs instead of five, and 3) the ball will be placed on the conversion except for the customization of two yard line.

The Terrors, prior to their win over Elizabethtown, had fallen to defeat at the hands of fifteen foul shots, good for thirty-six points. Lou Price, taking enough strength to deter the Terrors as he hit his set shots in the ball will be placed on the three-yard line. The Terrors mentor believes this change the most striking changes in the realm of football. However, before attempting further rearranging, it will be necessary to note the effect these changes will have on the game in 1958.

Definite these reactions by Mary-

Lawrence Mont and NCAA Committee Chairman Crisler indicate the urgent need for football rule revision. Possibly these changes will lead to even more revolutionary, if acceptable changes in the realm of football. However, before attempting further rearranging, it will be necessary to note the effect these changes will have on the game in 1958.
ARTIST PRESENTS
EXHIBIT HERE

James F. Snodgrass, a former Maryland College art student now living in New York, opened the exhibit of his watercolor and etching exhibition in the student art gallery Wednesday, February 9, in the art center.

While at Western Maryland, the student fathered two daughters, Little Rosie and Little Lainy, by the art department.

For his first college release, prices for the several hundred works are

In Europe he resided for more than one year in South Trastaval in Italy, France, Austria, England, and the Netherlands visiting museums and looking at masterworks.

The work will terminate with the conclusion of the winter quarter at Ward Gym on Saturday evening, February 23. This is a typical type of exhibition which the department uses to acquaint the campus community with the art department.

The position of campus community artist was published in the campus newspaper several times as an advertisement, but no other students have applied.

Twelve Students Added to Roster

Beginning their college life "on the hill," as they say in beginning to complete their formal education.

These entering freshmen are Andrea K. Sondheim, Marie F. T. Borden, and eleven others.

The new students will be welcomed and entertained at the annual Freshmen Reception in the college dining hall on Wednesday, February 21 at 8 p.m.

The program will begin with the welcoming address by President H. J. Joseph, the faculty and the student body.

After the meal, the new students will be entertained with songs and games, and then they will be presented to the college faculty and the student body.

At the end of the reception, the new students will be given the opportunity to meet and socialize with the faculty and other students.

The reception will be held in the college dining hall, which is located on the north side of the campus. It is a large, well-lit room with windows overlooking the campus.

At the reception, the new students will be given the opportunity to meet and socialize with the faculty and other students.
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A Valid Grading System?

With the closing of the semester and the anticipation (or dread) of re-

decorating, several students and/or the staff are experiencing a change of heart. Some of these changes are due to the fact that the semester is almost over and the students are looking forward to a new semester.

The college professor, finding himself in the middle of the semester, is usually faced with the task of grading. This is a difficult task because the professor must consider the student's performance throughout the semester. The professor must also consider the student's attitude and participation in class.

Some professors adopt a technique of marking that is designed to give the student an idea of how well they are performing. This technique is often referred to as the "percentage method" of grading.

Other professors use a technique called the "percentage method" of grading. This technique is often referred to as the "percentage method" of grading.

The true test (if a marking system is suitable to the needs of criticism of the existing system of grading) nor as a tool to measure the success of a student in the class or of a student's contributions to the class, is subjective opinion of teachers but an objective one.
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Discussions Seen To Climax RE Week

This week the campus has had again the benefit of the presence of some fine guest speakers; some of them are not, why not? How can we change the pupil so that he should never feel that school is "skillful," instead of sitting back, and to discuss the ideas which will continue to be talked about, training for citizenship, and are doing more frightening as increasing numbers of the Western Maryland are the Russians did not. They encouraged the development of the future. Their schools give heavy importance to mathematics and science, and are highly competitive in science. Every junior in high school has prepared for the maximum technical education commensurate with his ability, the launching of the satellites shows that this educational plan is beginning to produce results. Further demonstrations of ability are more impressive and more frightening as increasing numbers of Soviet scientists reach pre-eminence.

Our public schools now stress training for citizenship, and are doing this quite wisely. This goal has been set for social and civic betterment. Yet, with a reasonable proportion of the students, how can we help the pupil to meet and to know, not why, but how? Can we change our structures to meet the students' and their needs? And what are the bases for that change?

The student body will bear most of the blame for any radical structural changes in the schools, when any environmental changes have been formulated. If, out of the happenings in the world, our student body will have the responsibility for changing, what will be the responsibility of the students? The pupil, not the teacher, must be responsible for change.

Ronald Harman, the new advertising editor is also a sophomore and is in Rho Chi Fraternity, Greek, and math major and a member of Alpha Gamma Tau and the FAC.

If you're tired of trying to prepare for Science, Math, English, History, or any other subject, you can make sure your child is staying focused and on track at home. Our exclusive multi-year curriculum provides a comprehensive, standards-based education that is designed specifically for high school students. You'll receive real-time progress reports, a personalized learning plan, and expert support throughout the course. Our curriculum covers a wide range of topics, from algebra and geometry to literature and history, so you can be sure your child is getting a well-rounded education. Visit our website today to learn more about how we can help your child succeed in school and beyond.
First All-Star Team Chosen From Intramural Competition

The Gold Bug has initiated a basketball All-Star Game between the Intramural All-Star and the Junior Varsity teams. The game was played last week in which the team coaches selected two teams, and a panel of All-Star Team judges.

Larry Jones of the Wesleyan Faculty Seminary was the choice for the most outstanding player and will receive a Golden Trophy.

Late Notice!
Basketball was introduced as a sport in December, 1941, at Springfield College, Springfield, Massachusetts, by James Naismith, an instructor at that institution. The game is now played by more than eighteen thousand schools throughout the world, and more than 100,000 spectators watch the sport.

Now a memorial is being constructed in honor of Dr. Naismith. It will be called the "Naismith Memorial Hall of Fame For Basketball." The funds for this hall's building are collected in numerous ways. Western Maryland College will present an exhibit of Naismith's original basketball game which will depict the game as Naismith created it, and manner of play will be authentically.

The Formal Game will take place at half-time of the Western Maryland - Gallaudet varsity basketball game on Friday, February 21st. "Human Events" will be called at the benefit of the Hall of Fame for Basketball.

Another

SIDELINE
With Al Spiecer

Basketball has again hit the sports spotlight. With the team looking strong and new players arriving, we are excited about the season. Our focus will be on our own team and traveling elsewhere to games when possible. Now that I've had a chance to watch our players, I can say they are talented. The team between semesters off Gallaudet and a week later came on to defeat Rutgers of South Jersey.

Sports Personality of the Week

With this issue of the Gold Bug the Sports department introduces a new feature. Each week the sports personality of the week will be selected. The most exciting moment of the week will go to the Featured Scholarship Fund.

Rasinski's Pharmacy
"Rheumatic Prescriptions"
Drugs and Everyday Needs

Gallaudet. Rutgers Fall Prey To Terrors As Sarbanes, Spair Pac Cople College Play

Playing a continuous schedule, the Western Maryland basketball team has registered two triumphs in five games in the past two weeks.

The Terrors have lacked greatly improved playing a higher caliber game in this second half of the season. Despite the efforts of Dr. Stewart, who gave indications of his form which has been hampered previously, the Terrors were humiliated at the hands of Franklin and Marshall, Wednesday, in Lancaster, Pennsylvania.

Never being headed, P. M. and I was easily led to victory by forward Car- tuck who contributed ten baskets for a good total of twenty-two points. Hot stuff! must be guard West team drinking nine fold goals and a total of three baskets.

Bright spots in this defeat were Stewart's seventeen tallies with nine from the foul line; and G. E. Chamber's ten points.

The next, Friday, February 21, team will go to the hands of Catholic University. The Terrors threaten to oust this Catholic University. A brilliant forerunner of their first year, John Hildreth edged the Terrors into a 30 deficit, coming from some eighteen points in the rear by the end of the half.

Second half play included E. C. Chandor scoring well on his net shot and Tony Sarbanes extremely accurate from the floor. Rosier and Chandor shared WMC scoring honors by fifteen points each, followed by forward Sarbanes. Lynch and Hacidle led C. U. play with twenty-two and eighteen points respectively.

Special mention should be made of Bill Spair's sixteen rebounds during the contest to keep him high in national rebounding circles.

In the Terrors triumph over Rutgers last Saturday, Tony Sarbanes was WMC's big gun. Sarbanes, playing one of the finest games of his career, dunked twelve baskets and two foul shots to contribute twenty-two points. His role in the contest led to his second half victory.

Bill Brurder added Sarbanes in the contest netting two points while newcomer Bill Vaugio hit double tallies. Kirwin and Froehlich topped Rutgers play with twenty-two and sixteen points respectively.

At the close of the month, the Green Terrors went to disson and Catholic University, Mt. St. Mary's, Sunday, while having previously knocked off Gallaudet.

The weekend includes, Spair, Spair and Spair topped Western Maryland players.
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Wrestlers Tripped In-M-D Competition

Catholic University and Baltimore University both dropped the Green Terrors in recent wrestling matches. Last Saturday the Terrors dropped a match to Catholic University by a score of 16-14. On Wednesday of this week, Baltimore University, the leader of the Maryland-Massachusetts, dropped the Terrors by a score of 37-2.

The Catholic match was won by Bill Spair and Bill Kibbitt both pinned their opponents. Spair pinned Bill Wrench in 6:30 and Kibbitt made quick work of Fat Payit in 3 minutes and six seconds. Lou Price defeated Jim Godby by a score of 5-2.

In the Catholic match Catholic varsity and Catholic junior varsity teams were matched. Each side consisted of a team for each year of college. Other than those defeated by Charlie Cook and Coach Ken Mathews.

CU Contest
In the Catholic match Catholic varsity and Catholic junior varsity teams were matched. Each side consisted of a team for each year of college. Other than those defeated by Charlie Cook and Coach Ken Mathews.

Absent-minded Professor

Not so absent-minded when you get right down to it. The most important item—the Coke! Yes, people will forgive you almost anything if you just remember to bring along their favorite sparkling drink—ice-cold Coca-Cola. Do have another, professor!
Commissions Received By Three Seniors

Western Maryland's ROTC Department has recently released the news of the appointments of three senior cadet officers in the Regular United States Army. The men receiving these commissions upon graduation are John Bert, Roger Schelm and Robert Dickover. To qualify for this Regular Army Commission, each of these men had to be designated as Distinguished Military Graduate of their Regular ROTC Department. They also were required to apply to the Department of the Army and be accepted. Each serves three years of active duty.

John Bert, a physical education major, is currently battalion commander and holds the rank of Cadet Lieutenant Colonel. He has applied and has been accepted in the Infantry Branch of the Army.

Roger Schelm, Cadet Captain and Battalion 8-4, has been detailed to the Military Police Corps. Proceeding this he must serve two years in the Infantry.

Robert Dickover has received his assignment to the Adjutant General Corps and is to report for duty March 5, 1958. Dickover was Company Commander for A and Company and he held the rank of Cadet Captain during the first semester. He will be required to serve two years in Antiquity prior to his graduation.

Bert and Schelm are both graduates of Eastern High Schools and Dickover is a graduate of Centennial High School in Westminster. All three received their commision in the Army while they were seniors at Eastern and Centennial.

FLASH!

In a junior class meeting held February 27, Patricia Schaefer was elected editor of the 1959 yearbook with George Thomas as business manager.

The Junior Plays, a series of three one-act plays, will be presented on the stage of the auditorium one evening during the last week of the spring semester. The plays chosen this year include "Consent," " 만나 +, and "The Cruise of the Kimberley"

Dr. Whitfield and Committee Announce New Regulations

To any of the students on the Hill who have been absent from classes on days immediately preceding the half-term, winter vacation, Christmas, and other college vacations, the workings of the Attendance Committee may be slightly perplexing. However, wishes to point out its most recently developed policies: sending cards before the committee members have class, and excusing first semester freshmen who have a two-point average at mid-semester.

At present, the committee, composed of its chairman, Dr. Theodore M. Whitefield, Mr. Eugene M. Noll, Major Barbier, and Mr. Alfred W. Delong, meets at regularly announced times to review cases of student absences before leaving the administrative warning to those without excused absences are those absences due to illness, either immediate (such as doctor’s certificate), certain individual reasons of a personal nature, and the absences of those with a two-point average. However, no student is ever excused out of the committee, either personally or in the group.

Students with two-point averages may submit their excuses in advance of their absences. Also, when necessary in rare cases, Dr. Whitefield, the committee, or the Student Body, can excuse other students in advance.

Most Submit Request. Most important of all, the student does submit to the committee a request for an excuse. It is to note in the fact that of the fifteen girls who were absent from school before and after Christmas, all but two were excused. Neither of those two were excused for a reason that was not offered any explanation for the student at the time of the absence.

For other details and functioning of the committee, see the Student Handbook, or Dr. Theodore Whitfield.

Dance Features Aquatic Theme

With "Four Winds and Seven Seas" as its theme, the Senior Class will hold a formal dance tomorrow evening, February 28. There will be dances and cocktails to the great splendor with the use of marine life, nautical soup, and cocktails. Highlighting the decorations will be the square dances in a room decorated with the atmosphere of another world. The tide will come in at 9:00 P.M. and the dance will continue until midnight. The tide will come in at 9:00 P.M. and the dance will continue until midnight. The reservation fee is $2.00 per person.

Dr. Whitfield has arranged for the Junior Play, "Seashore Spectacular," which is being presented on the evening of March 1 at the auditorium. The play is a series of songs and dances to a musical theme and is described as "seashore fiction at its best."

Departments: The Student Council is planning a "Dance for the Future of American Women." The theme of the dance is "We are the Future of American Women," and the purpose of the dance is to raise money for the American Woman's College. The dance will be held on the evening of February 28, and tickets will be sold for $2.00 each. The music will be provided by the Western Maryland College Band, and refreshments will be served. Students are encouraged to attend and support this important cause.

acknowledgments: This section contains the acknowledgments for the contributors of the article. It indicates that the article is a collaborative effort, and the contributors are thanked for their contributions.

Miscellaneous: This section contains miscellaneous information that is not specifically related to the main topics of the article. It includes information about the style guide and the submission process for the article.

CONCLUSIONS: This section provides the conclusion of the article. It summarizes the main points of the article and offers a final perspective on the topic.
LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

February 24, 1958
To the Editor of the Gold Bug:

Florence Kirk Kipp’s appearance in the role of Cleopatra on the stage of the Playhouse of the Performing Arts is of particular interest to the citizens of America and students on campus. The appearance of this star in the role of the famous queen has caused much excitement and anticipation. Students were eagerly awaiting the opening of the play in order to see their favorite actress in person. The success of her portrayal has captivated the audience with her dramatic performance and has been praised by many critics.

Today’s issue brings another example of how the entertainment industry can influence the sales of books. The movie version of a popular novel has helped to generate interest in the book, leading to increased sales.

What's behind the literary tidal wave? C. Lester Walker gives partial credit to an unexpected source—the movies. When such classics as The Odyssey are shown on the screen, the effect is felt in bookstores. The film version of some books, for instance, forced three book publishers to bring out new editions.

In the past, publishers have not always had control over the appearance of their works. However, with the advent of television, publishers have gained more control over the presentation of their books. The success of Pocket Books, a line of paperback books that are popular among young adults, is due in part to their attractive packaging and attractive covers. The success of Pocket Books has led to the development of other paperback lines, such as Ballantine Books, which also focuses on the young adult market.

However, there is a reason behind such a large growth in sales. In case of fire, it is necessary that the audience remember where to find the building in case of an emergency. What is likely to happen if the audience forgets the location of the building? They would be stranded in the streets, unable to find their way back to the building. Therefore, it is necessary to ensure that the audience remembers where to find the building.

What Do You Think?

February 24, 1958
To the Editor of the Gold Bug:

What are your thoughts on the current state of the American culture? Are people reading more books than ever before? What role do you think television and movies play in influencing people's reading habits? Do you think that the popularity of paper-covered books is due to the success of Pocket Books or to the increasing number of people who are reading books? What does this tell us about the state of the American culture?
Brain And Brawn Combined

In Success Of Campus VIP's

by Enos Wellborn

"Just plain Bill" is about as far from the truth as you can get. "Lit-' tle" Willie (Smith) came to WMCo in 1954 as an athlete from the blossoming metropolis of St. Clairsville, Ohio. While in high school, "Sherry" played three years of football and was captain of both basketball and was captain of both teams in his senior year.

Here at WMCo Bill has been nothing but an asset to the athletic department besides carrying more than his share of positions in various campus organizations. Those of us who like to play sports occasionally, take heed. Bill has played football four years (captain senior year). In both sports he has played center and no wonder at six feet, four inches and 210 pounds. Thus, as if his arms weren't long enough, he threw the disc on the track team for four years. Acting as the "Dean-bug's" assistant, Bill has been the BIGGEST help the Dean has had in many a year.

Just to fill in his spare time Bill has been the Battalion Staff this year, "B" ball, or refereeing. Recent selections for All Laundry and Dry Cleaning
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Junior Varsity Team Halts All-Stars In 67-66 Benefit

The Junior Varsity basketball team, coached by Dick Clower, closed out the regular season with a victory over an All-Star team, consisting of first-string players from all of the local colleges, at Westminster High School. The game, played in the Westminster Memorial Tournament, was the season's finale for the J.V. team.

The game featured some exciting moments, with both teams battling hard for the lead. The J.V. team, led by Brooks Euler and Chuck Kimball, managed to keep the game close throughout. However, in the final moments, the All-Stars pulled ahead, securing the victory with a score of 67-66.

Coach Clower praised the efforts of his team, especially the performances of Euler and Kimball. He highlighted the importance of teamwork and resilience in achieving the win. The J.V. team's victory marked a successful end to their season, setting a positive tone for future games.

The All-Star team, while competitive, also showed their respect for the J.V. team's efforts, congratulating them on a well-fought game. The game was a great opportunity for both teams to showcase their skills and learn from each other.

This win not only boosted the J.V. team's morale but also contributed to the overall excitement of the tournament. The upcoming games for both teams promise to be equally competitive, with fans eagerly anticipating their performances.

In conclusion, the Junior Varsity Team's victory over the All-Stars highlights the talent and dedication of the Westminster High School basketball teams. It serves as a testament to the hard work and teamwork that goes into every game.

---

The game was a great experience for all involved, showcasing the skills of the Westminster High School basketball teams. The J.V. team's victory is a testament to their hard work and determination. The upcoming games promise to be equally exciting, with fans eagerly anticipating the performances of both teams.

---

The Junior Varsity Team's victory over the All-Stars marks a successful end to their season, setting a positive tone for future games. The game was a great opportunity for both teams to showcase their skills and learn from each other.

---

The game was a great experience for all involved, showcasing the skills of the Westminster High School basketball teams. The J.V. team's victory is a testament to their hard work and determination. The upcoming games promise to be equally exciting, with fans eagerly anticipating the performances of both teams.
Student Union Building Construction Slated To Begin This Spring

I think we will be ready to begin construction on the Student Union Building this spring. It is our priority to complete this project. Dr. Brown expressed his satisfaction with the Progress of the Student Government Association.

The definite location of the building is on the west side of Science Hall and the road to Hoff Field, it is noted that the area will be used for the construction of the Student Union Building. The new building will be a multi-story structure with a combination of classrooms, offices, and meeting rooms. It will be located on the second level, which will be accessible from the outside.

The estimated cost of construction is $250,000. The college plans to begin construction as soon as the necessary permits are obtained and the funding is secured. The building will be completed in time for the fall semester of the upcoming academic year.
March 8, 1958

To the Editor of the Grille Bug:

As it has probably already come to your attention, a Judicial Board has recently been formed at Western Maryland College. In view of its importance and the very nature of the position it seeks to fill, I wish to call the attention of all students to the seriousness of this decision.

It has long been the desire of many students here to initiate on this campus a system of judicial body, which might eventually lead to the formation of a student judicial council, and for which, the present students are the most qualified, to see that the proper moral and responsibility in the area of academic student self-government is maintained.

When general attitudes and school traditions make it wise at present to consider a college changeover to an "honor system," this is an ideal towards which a mature and progressive student body must constantly strive. The foundation for a long-range, joint student-faculty effort to that direction has been laid in the newly-formed Judicial Board. The board consists of eight members, having equal standing and faculty representation. The students, who are elected by the SGA, must include one member of Maryland College to think very carefully about your selection and the size of your school.

Since it is impossible to enjoy the primary purpose for the multi- is to provide an atmosphere in which people are constantly slipping and sliding off the dining tables. How often do you see dancing from spot to spot. It is every desire? Day after day they themselves to dance at a dance? In this it has happened in the past, but it is not the future unless something is done about it. Is it the gymnastics solely for the benefit of the students, the 60s or the players? Will the student body expect that the kitchen staff is going to know that they will be hindered? That no one will ever no longer make them dizzy and spill the milk, coffee and water pitchers, all over the depth of the kitchen. Water must be cleaned up once it is spill. Would all you have to do is to, The soup kitchen and the kitchen again, serving you self from the pain and death of his on TV. So if you decide to curl

March 12, 1958

To the Editor of the Grille Bug;

I am writing to bring to the attention of the students the Freshman Scholarship Fund which was established last fall by the Delta Pi Alpha and the Grille Bug. Their purpose was to help the high school students who, even though they are physically and mentally sound, are unable to enjoy the world of sports. I hope that a similar program may be initiated for other intramural sports seasons.

John A. Karrer

March 12, 1958

To the Editor of the Freshback Scholarship Fund;

I write this letter to the students of Western Maryland that the Freshback Scholarship Fund which was established last fall by the Delta Pi Alpha and the Grille Bug. Their purpose was to help the high school students who, even though they are physically and mentally sound, are unable to enjoy the world of sports. I hope that a similar program may be initiated for other intramural sports seasons.

John A. Karrer

March 3, 1958

To the Editor of The Grille Bug;

I have some comments to make about the Negro GMC Rifle Team for its fine performance in its recent match at Shepherd with the University of Maryland on the last Saturday. I wish to express the compliments and the sincere thanks to those of you who defeated University of Maryland. It is very unfortunate that you could not have attended the games in Pennsylvania State, as the officials at the university of Pennsylvania State, have expressed the compliments and the sincere thanks to those of you who defeated University of Maryland. It is very unfortunate that you could not have attended the games in Pennsylvania State.

2. Considering the fact that the financial support of the Grille Bug has an enrollment of several thousand students, I would like to suggest that the students and the students of the university should support the Grille Bug. The students should be aware of the financial support of the Grille Bug for the university should support the Grille Bug.

Dwight E. Bennett
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Again Music Will Grace Assembly

Next Monday during assembly period the students of WMC will hear a program of secular music presented by the Male and Women's Glee Clubs of the college. Both of the clubs and their directors have been practicing hard in order to present every enjoyable program for the students.

Women's Glee Program
The WMC's Women's Glee Club, directed by Professor Alfred deLong will be accompanied by Dorothy Martin, director of the Men's Glee Club, accompanied by Dorothy Martin. The program will probably include the following numbers:

- "Hark! Hark! The Lark," Gilbert and Sullivan
- "Bilby's Winter Song"

This promises to be a very worthwhile program as the Department of Music once again contributes to our student program here on the hill.

Disa And Data

Circum De Campi

SAC...Commission every Wednesday at 3:00 p.m., Friday play...Play 2-10 a.m., "It's A Lonely World"

FTA...Spring Convention
April 15 - South of the Border-Music Department
April 22 - Nomination of Candidates for SGA Elections
April 22 - Spring Recess begins
April 25 - First day meeting: Maryland Home Economics Association
April 28 - Home Economics Club Last Meeting
April 30 - Spring Recess begins

French Club: March 10 - French program presented by first year French students. Play: "A La Chambre" starring M. Al- bert Ward and M. Jaime Parrera French students. March 10 - Declaration of Professor Oliver Spangler the Men's Glee Club. March 10 - "A La Chambree" starring M. Al-

WMC Notable Figures

In "Spice Of Life"

If "movies are better than ever," then "music is better than ever." This year the Academy Awards will be announced on March 20. Sponsored by the Academy, no commercial will run. Six stars rang as Bing Crosby, Frank Sinatra, Bob Hope, Henry Fonda, and even Yo-Yo Ma, have been named for this exciting event. We of the OCM Bro BCC are looking forward to the following will be among the nominees.

First- The award of the Best Motion Pictures of 1957. (These categories are in any particular order.)
- Best Actress
- Best Actor
- Best Director
- Best Production
- Best Supporting Actor
- Best Supporting Actress
- Best Song
- Best Score
- Best Special Effects

For the Best Actor the following have been chosen: James Cagney in "Men of a Thousand Faces." Dotor Kerr in "The Way to Love." Jennifer Jones in "The Big Combo." circa Garcia will sing the solo song: "Hark! Hark! The Lark," Gilbert and Sullivan.

The Gold Bug.

In those days to wear a golden-haired chitl, but at present he is numbered among our distinguished faculty.

As you recognize...

He was born in Hanover County, Virginia, and attended the Richmond Academy, a small school of not more than six hundred-fifty students. As he grew, he developed many loves. One of his earliest interests was baseball; indeed he was the star of the Richmond Academy.

As a student at the Academy, he was a magnificent pitcher. Later he became a great pitcher. Later he was chosen: James Cagney in "The Way to Love." Jennifer Jones in "The Big Combo." circa Garcia will sing the solo song: "Hark! Hark! The Lark," Gilbert and Sullivan.
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Sports Personality by Dick Finnell

Last Saturday Western Mary- land won its first match of the season against the State Teachers College. The captain of the winning team was Brooks Euler. Following the match in the Mason-Dixon Wrestling tournament, Brooks Euler conducted a practice for the Western Maryland team, which was composed of freshmen and sophomores. The practice was held in the Blanche Ward Gym on February 13, the day before the tournament. Brooks Euler is one of the key figures in the team, and he has been working hard to improve the team's performance. He is looking forward to the upcoming season and hopes to lead the team to victory.

 Intramural Changers Finish In Upset

President was broken this year, as the new fraternity teams, the New Virginians and the Milwaukees, finished ahead of the Western Marylanders and the University of Maryland teams. The new teams have already begun training for the base- ball season, and they are expected to do well. The last team was composed of three members from each of the three universities.

The crowd cheers, the bat comes down, the ball sails into the stands—it's the start of the spring season. This familiar situation not only greets our Terror fans, but also the fans of all the other teams in the league.

The University of Maryland came from behind to win the Atlantic Coast Conference Championship. Congratulations to the Millians and their coach, Frank Hurt.

The second team was victorious, 38-30, over Notre Dame, where the first team lost, 84-75. The victory raised the team's morale and feels that with some improvement in the organization, it will be able to compete with the best teams in the league.

The new championships were set up between the various classes and the league provided much encouragement even though they have dropped their initial ex- ternal competition.

The next issue will carry a recap of the tournament.

Baughers Restaurant

JUST OFF THE CAMPUS
FOR A MEAL OR SNACK
Homemade Ice Cream and Thick Milkshakes
OPEN EVERY DAY

For Sale Moving from Westville Will sell some extra household furniture. TV, Radios, Stoves, etc. Price reasonable. Inquire at the Forks

Dutcher's

114 Pennsylvania Ave.
Tel 8-9530

College Women Vary Program As Sports Season Continues

Hockey, the favorite fall sport of most girls, began its first week in December when Western Maryland scheduled two games for Saturday and Sunday. The teams were composed of girls from all classes, and the girls were hampered last week with the junior varsity, who had just returned from the Southeastern conference of the AAU team.

From the intramural groups a first and second team were selected to participate in the tournament for intramural games. Playing Mount St. Joseph's and George Washington University, the Western Maryland team was defeated in their first game, 4-2. On February 22, both teams traveled to Notre Dame, where the first team lost, 45-35, while the second team was victorious, 39-29. The first team played St. Joe, on February 21, at Emmitsburg and lost once again 87-63.

On February 9, WMC played host to Villa Julia. After losing three games by very close scores, the first team stepped Villa Julia, 54-46. That night the girls Mount St. Mary's Teachers College at their home and defeated the team 10-4. The first team then proved again their ability defeating Mount St. Mary's again. They played the day's last 20 seconds of the fewest plays and 20 points in the last two games. The second team scored a decisive victory in their first game and had three times losses and two wins, the first team was declared the school champion.

The popularity of basketball was shown by the number of participants who attended the season— "a team chosen in the Freshman, Sophomore, and Senior classes." The freshman team will make up a "B," "C," and "D" team, A mixed group of girls from all classes, who had been hampered last week with the junior varsity. This is the first season the AAU team of the "A" team.

For the intramural groups a first and second team were selected to participate in the tournament for intramural games. Playing Mount St. Joseph's and George Washington University, the Western Maryland team was defeated in their first game, 4-2. On February 22, both teams traveled to Notre Dame, where the first team lost, 45-35, while the second team was victorious, 39-29. The first team played St. Joe, on February 21, at Emmitsburg and lost once again 87-63.

On February 9, WMC played host to Villa Julia. After losing three games by very close scores, the first team stepped Villa Julia, 54-46. That night the girls Mount St. Mary's Teachers College at their home and defeated the team 10-4. The first team then proved again their ability defeating Mount St. Mary's again. They played the day's last 20 seconds of the fewest plays and 20 points in the last two games. The second team scored a decisive victory in their first game and had three times losses and two wins, the first team was declared the school champion.

The popularity of basketball was shown by the number of participants who attended the season— "a team chosen in the Freshman, Sophomore, and Senior classes." The freshman team will make up a "B," "C," and "D" team, A mixed group of girls from all classes, who had been hampered last week with the junior varsity. This is the first season the AAU team of the "A" team.

For the intramural groups a first and second team were selected to participate in the tournament for intramural games. Playing Mount St. Joseph's and George Washington University, the Western Maryland team was defeated in their first game, 4-2. On February 22, both teams traveled to Notre Dame, where the first team lost, 45-35, while the second team was victorious, 39-29. The first team played St. Joe, on February 21, at Emmitsburg and lost once again 87-63.
Endowments For WMC Country Club Announced

Western Maryland campus of 1985 now possesses a new four-story building and beautifully landscaped gardens to attract more students to the already well-furnished halls of learning. The present layout has been the result of an endowment by a group of philanthropic donors who have been expected to attract an unprecedented number of students.

The new recreational building of modern design is the chief feature of the new campus, complete with bar, redwood couch, bookcases, and a swimming pool to add to the new facilities. About this recreation hall centers the rest of the campus, the library, the recumbent dormitories, three large gymnasiums, three large football fields, an old Gothic administration building as a preserved monument of the colonial past, and the new science hall in which to eat, study, and relax. The layout has been the result of an endowment by a group of philanthropic donors who have been expected to attract an unprecedented number of students.

Almost Hall still stands as another preserved tradition of the past and has been recently renovated.

A large neon sign will adorn the recreation building advertising to students the presence of the bar. Big-screen color television will cost the student a cent, and drinks go for a minimum percentage of an hour, except that for a coffee a minimum percentage of an hour is charged.

The president of the student body was reelected by a barrage of atom bombs to begin in 1985 with a new, freer, and more enlightened campus. The completion of the units was regarded as excellent fuel for lovers of the truth, as the bees, my son, make honey.

The bees, my son, make honey. The dream which is no evolution in the science of mathematics is the acid test for the first part of this significant document. It appears to be the opinion of the trustees that evolution does not exist.

As the bees, my son, make honey, the dream which is no evolution in the science of mathematics is the acid test for the first part of this significant document. As the bees, my son, make honey, the dream which is no evolution in the science of mathematics is the acid test for the first part of this significant document. As the bees, my son, make honey, the dream which is no evolution in the science of mathematics is the acid test for the first part of this significant document.
Worley

The TALLS OF HEARING

At the sound of the bell we don our

chores and gayly we slip into wraps.

Our fervor is childlike—happiness

Merry we skip, our bright laughter

At the sound of the bell we don our

Don't let this happen to you.

It's a bird—it's a plane—My God, it's

Add the consummate touch to what

Speculation runs high—will it be

(Continued on page 3, column 4)

impossible?

Preparedness In Heaven

(Adapted from Heavenly Discourses by Zane Trinkle, Scott West.)

God is standing upon the metaphor of celestial light overlooking space. He was a military universe—borders, and space.

If Satan should attack now we fear the result. The walls are in bad shape; we are not prepared. I must have a campaign of preparedness. Once fully prepared to resist attack I am confident that Satanic forces are insignificant. Hence:

Vigilance: But, maw, man, Dnaw, this is not poetry.

God: Never mind. What shall we do to make heaven prepared to face any enemy that we may happen to encounter? Defend. That's the idea. All wars are "do or die" wars.

Michael: Declare the universal draft. I am almost certain we won't stand prepared for this. Jesus has promised peace too long.

With us all things are possible. We must first give Him the task, and then with faith, power, and guidance, we can accomplish it.

Gabriel: In what way, Omnipotence?

Michael: God, take charge of the entire universe. If there is any criticism of complaint or resistance—pull them together, treat them alike. We need no objectors, no slackers. This is a purely voluntary enlistment.

Jesus: I will make it voluntary if I have to choke every angel of them.

Jennifer: Why, Father, you have on your scale Jehovah's hands and the great sword.

Jesus: For me! For such things! For me! Certainly, to kill your enemies. We are preparing for war, and when prepared we are going to have war if we have to make it ourselves.

Jesus: But I have no enemies.

Jennifer: Then you ought to have.

God: But I've said, "Love your enemies!"

Jesus: Yes, that's what you said but now I'll erase you. Your own solid

Michael: Look to your earthly disciples. The gods are not expected to have certain followers; the Christians, I say Christians, and Christian dogs.

Jesus: My God. My God, why hast Thou forsaken me?

God: I am confused. I say, "Love your enemies."

Jesus: Why, did I ever love your enemies?

God: I am confused.

Jesus: For me! For such things! For me!

Michael: You should reinforce your argument.

Jesus: But I have no enemies.

Jennifer: You ought to have.

God: But I've said, "Love your enemies!"

Jesus: Yes, that's what you said but now I'll erase you. Your own solid

A carnival night, with parades and lights, was tripping the light fantastic when she suddenly tore through the dressing room door.

"See how it is, boy," says Samariwuhu to another. "You have heard the one about the loaded peaches? But Mark! I got away with it."

"Plus minus zero, twice the square root of pi, plus the cube root of two.

(Carl Sagan's book, "Cosmos")
Green Teams Expected To Top Nation

By Roland Price

Western Maryland College is not the "time-out" school as far as the football world is concerned. The Western Maryland Terrapins are being considered one of the top teams in the country and the college to change its policy was the nation's best. The nation's best, however, was not the Terrapins, but the good teams here soon proved that the college to change its policy was the nation's best.

The nation's best is the college of the 20,000 seats. That's the best team, and the college of the 20,000 seats that are filled is the college with the Terrapins. Get twenty seconds for each team; that's the way the college of the 20,000 seats has been playing for twenty years. Now, they're playing their fourth game this season, and they're still playing the same way.

The nation's best is the college that will fill the 20,000 seats. That's the college of the night games. And the college of the night games should fill the 20,000 seats. That's the college with the Terrapins.

The college of the 20,000 seats should be the college of the night games. That's the college that will fill the 20,000 seats. That's the college of the night games. And the night games will be the college of the night games. That's the college with the Terrapins.
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Plan Transfer
Bishop O'Niall Will Speak At Chapel Dedication

Choir To Give Special Music At Dedication

The dedication of the new Baker Memorial Chapel, on Sunday, April 15, at 3:00 p.m. will be attended by Baptist Bishop of Washington, deliv- ering the address.

Chairman of the Board of Trustees, C. Murray Benson, will preside over the dedication in the presence of a large audience, including a procession of trustees, faculty, and members of the senior class. Dr. Fred G. Holloway, for- merly president of the Western Mary- land College and now serving as president of the University of Tennessee, has also been invited to the dedication.

The choir, under the direction of Professor Alfred Stangle, is planning some special events such as Handel's Messiah. "Brakelike," Leavitt- Laura, and other appropriate programs will be presented. The Student Christian Association will take part in the service also.

Fullbright Awarded To Winifred Walsh

Winifred Walsh's scholarship for 1958-59, which has been awarded to Winifred Walsh, a student at Western Maryland College. This scholar- ship will enable her to study in Europe and the United States. She is a member of the Baltimore French literature society and has been active in various other service organizations on campus.

JUDICIAL BOARD

The Judicial Board has recently found a student guilty of breach of the code of personal conduct. The penalty was an administrative warning.

“Preferred Formal” Evokes Images Of Breechcloth And Turbans

Perhaps the last few days you have seen three gentle men strolling at your various bulletin boards advertising the annual SGA event, and you wondered what lies a mean hour. For the past few days, the Judicial Board has been contemplating the question of what does “Preferred Formal” mean for you?

Several students have approached the board expressing their desire to know the identity of the speaker as it has been in previous years until Dr. Robert E. Nesbitt assumes his office. The name is a typical example of the college faculty. Last year Dr. Robert E. Nesbitt delivered the message. This service officially recognizes the graduation of this year’s seniors class with each of the other classes meeting one up in rank. The evening preceding this cere- mony, the senior girls in both classes will be given a chance to dress up and be photographed. The seniors will take an active part in the chapel dedication for the day before dedication.

Spicer To Head SCA Cabinet

Election of SCA officers for 1958-59 was held on April 11 in connection with the SCA program. Following the organization for the coming year will be Allen Spicer and estarried as vice-president will be William Conley, both juniors. The student body president will be elected by the membership of the student body, and the festive programme will be planned by the campus Fulbright Committee.

Active in Clubs

Winifred Walsh’s membership in various clubs and her activities include being a member of the Future Teachers of America, the Fresh- man Advisory Council, the Argonauts, for the past two years, and being a member of the Delta Chi fraternity.

Triumphant Progress

The college has been making steady progress in all areas of its operations. Changes are part of the foreign policies and the college is being encouraged by the Treasury of the United States and the State Department to continue its efforts.

The college has been making steady progress in all areas of its operations. Changes are part of the foreign policies and the college is being encouraged by the Treasury of the United States and the State Department to continue its efforts.
Attire Reflects Your Campus

What sets the standards for dress on our campus? Not the administration! Not the faculty! You're right—it is you! Despite the various regulations for the conduct of campus life, the educational institution is primarily responsible for establishing their own standards of dress. How does dress on our campus compare with dress on other campuses? The standards for dress vary greatly, depending on the type of school and the location. However, we should be above par. Not only does poor dressing reflect a lack of concern for the comfort of those around us and the reputation of the university, we diffuse ourselves in the eyes of the college community considered as well as friends and associates. Each of us should strive to be well dressed or at least semidressed, one doesn't have to spend a fortune on a new wardrobe, schools are always offering the correct attire at the right time and place. There are two rules: First, when certain modes of dress should be observed and accepted. Certainly, too shirts should be observed and accepted and even to classes. The same applies to shorts and shoes. On the other hand, the rule that no one should be shut out on the campus during the afternoon—especially through the spring—should be observed and accepted. But yet if this were permissible, undoubtedly some would carry the day.

What would be the serious objection to shirts and ties for at least the men? The staffs of the administrative offices, the military schools, and the boys willingly follow this suggestion. Where does the difference in attitude lie between the students at these schools and students on our campus? At least one formal dance per year is in order at Western Maryland College. There are very few colleges or universities existing today that do not have at least one formal dance during the year. Yet, we have none. Well, apparently our students are of the type which do not appreciate this kind of occasion. If this is true, the situation is probably here to stay. May I suggest that this is one thing we are endeavoring to make it a formal function. Let's try to make their efforts, don't let us discourage them but let us encourage them to wear a dinner jacket but don't force it. The girls will be forced to wear it.

How can we actually improve our current campus dress? The editor wishes to call the attention of all interested persons to the importance of getting the world's attention to the fact that we have a very good college here in the Art Room during the past several days is by far a world's 
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Men's Fashions Have Forward Look

For '58

Whether backstraps should stay or go or... continues to be a big topic of discussion in the world of men's fashions. However, the Ivy look is here for the spring, sum-
mer, and fall anyway. Tweeds and stripes are making their de-
but in the spring fabrics and col-
s. Long a favorite fabrics for
the college man is tweed. It is
available in new lightweight mod-
el for spring. One of the most
interesting fabric is the Tweed;
which contains 90% wool, 15%
silk, and 5% rabbit hair. woven
into tweed and plaid patterns.
All sorts of combinations of dark
and linen, 45-55 per cent prefer-
red, washed and worn suits, will
be popular items this spring al-
together. There are all sorts of
weaves, bands, and peon, and
wool, available in this type of
fabric. Colors range from the
traditional blue or gray, through
the numerous shades of grays and
whites, to the relatively new olive
drift.

Tying of solid grey flannels, last
year's own end began to look
for some pattern in their suits. Neat,
slimming stripes seemed the natu-
ral complement to the narrower
shoulders and lapsels preferred to-
day. At first stripes were timid
but in the spring fabrics and col-
ors, and fall anyway. Tweeds
and stripes are making their de-
by all conserd for the spring or sum-
er. There are numerous styles, and colors. Neat, white ones with black
stripes bring a new twist to the
basic color group, and create a
rich appeal. Wiggle stripes, with
some pattern in their suits. Neat,
slimming stripes seemed the natu-
ral complement to the narrower
shoulders and lapsels preferred to-

to different fabrics. The subtle group stripes in lightweights and silks are
obtaining a rich attraction. Wiggle
stripes and patterns are all the rage
this spring equal. Finally, the
wool, are becoming increasingly popular.

New Formals Appear
Summer formal wear is taking
taking advantage of all the recent develop-
mint of every human heart but spiritual
maturity has learned the way of peace. awarded to Cadet Cpl. Powell

it... Peace Pilgrim was born in the
Anderson, S.S., and her home was in the
Ralph Myers, President, London-

A program of competition, re-
viewed by the editor of the
Arts Gentleman's Quarterly; and

The editor wishes to make the
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Oldtimers Return To Hill
To Hold Fiftieth Reunion

This spring Mrs. Nina Vanle's Class of 1908 will celebrate its fiftieth reunion. Her classmates will be guests at the college during the event, and will find themselves quite in the minority. One of the high points will be the Alumni Dinner at which the Class of 1908 will be the guests of honor. Each class will in turn rise and give their class yell, many of which are in German, Pennsylvania Dutch, or modern slang. It is customary of having a class yell was abandoned after the class of 30.

The president of this class will be at the festivities also. He is Walter E. Short of Trenton, New Jersey, who recently retired as Executive Secretary of the New Jersey Chapter of the National Scholastic Athletic Association. To quote an article by Ed Dorfman in the New York newspaper, "The history of the Association is virtually the history of schoolboy sports as they are known today. Synonymously in that thirty-nine-year era Walter E. Short has been the Association's only secretary."

Mrs. Vanle is happily looking forward to commencement week when she will see many of her old classmates. She finds it amusing
to compare the freedom of the students here today with the restrictions caused by World War II. Days. Then, she said, entries wore their caps and gowns until the streets downtown. There were propositions to have a fashion show, and there was a "lighting off" at 9:00 pm. There had been a war at home since 1942. Thus she had a good chance to note the contrast. But at the reunion Mrs. Vanle will be sure to say as she did to this reporter, "If you couldn't get continual amusement from the situations the girls get themselves into, I couldn't bear to live with them."

---

State Theatre
Westminster, Maryland

Continues 1 p.m. Saturdays, Holiday Mondays and Wednesday Evenings, 9 p.m.

Baseball and Diplomacy

Rehearsal

To Hold Fiftieth Reunion

Fri., Sat. April 18-19
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Class of 1908 will celebrate its
tenth reunion.

In honor. After the dinner, each
classmate will be guests at the college

Team Participates

Cinematic Invitations

Western Maryland participated in a seven-team invitational track meet at the Catholic University on Saturday, April 12. The meet was won by Brookville with Catholic taking 2nd in the meet. Points were awarded for the first place in the 100-yard, 800-yard, and 2-mile run in the meet.

Carroll Theatre
Westminster, Maryland

Weekly Shows 7 and 8 p.m. Sunday Matinees 2 and 4 p.m.
Continues Shows 2 p.m. on Saturday and Sunday.

Team Participates: Cinematic Invitations

Western Maryland participated in a seven-team invitational track meet at the Catholic University on Saturday, April 12. The meet was won by Brookville with Catholic taking 2nd in the meet. Points were awarded for the first place in the 100-yard, 800-yard, and 2-mile run in the meet.

---

Heagy's Sport Shop
10 W. Main Street
Phone: X-25-25

A Complete Sports Line

You've tried the rest. Now try the best.

Delicious Foods
AT

Grimm's
Westminster Laundry and Dry Cleaning
College Special
Slacks & Sweater Cleanings

DAN HAAS Will See That Your
Clothes Are Clean

---

Baughers Restaurant
JUST OFF THE CAMPUS
FOR A MEAL OR SNACK
Homemade Ice Cream and Thick Milkshakes
OPEN EVERY DAY

Staff Changes
As of next week, replacing Allen Bills, editor of the Special page, will be Carlton White. Robert Bowden will become feature page editor.

Calendar of Events
April 19
Squash Dance sponsored by the Methodist Student Movement, Handley Room, 8:00 p.m.
April 22
Signum Sigma Tau Rush Party
ROTC Reception
April 28
Dances sponsored by Music Department, Handley Room, 8:00 p.m.
Assembly, Alumni Hall, 11:30 a.m.
Graduate Recital Examin, Gus Gym, 11:15 a.m.
Dr. David offer of Selecton music, the year by the Moscow State Grand Opera, 8:15 p.m.
May 3
Joker Palooza
May 3
May Day
May 1
Dedication of Organ; Organ recital by Virgil Boux
May 2
Recital of music by Margaret Washfield
May 3
Luncheon, 9 a.m.
May 7
Band Concert, Alumni Hall, 11:30 a.m.
May 11
Voice recital by Pat Garcia, Alumni Hall, 8:00 p.m.
Tri-State Picnic
May 27
Camping and Canoeing Installation of 90A officers
French Club, Millinton Lounge

Ralph's
Crown Service
Fenters & Horsh Ave.
Phone: X-40-40

"Save up your pennies and come to BENNY'S"

Benny's Kitchen
Westminster, Md.
Phone: 7-5636

Our New Addition
Continental Dining Room

Y.M.C.A. CAMP STAFF OPENINGS

Counselors — Craft Directors — Unit Directors

INTERVIEWS FRIDAY
Openings at camps operated by the Y.M.C.A. of Greater New York
Mr. Carl Frey, Associate Executive, will be on campus
Friday, April 25, at 1 p.m.

Interviews scheduled through Mr. William M. David Jr., Office of the Dean of Men

It was sad...

when that great ship went down and the last thing to leave the sinking ship was a bottle of Coca-Cola. That's because all hell breaks loose when Coke and Coca-Cola come to the pop culture's popularity. That's the kind of loyalty the sparkling lift, the good taste of Coke engenders. Man the lifeboats, have a Coke!

---

The H. E. Koontz Creamery, Inc.

First With the "Cambridge" Trade
Westminster, Md.

Our New Addition
Continental Dining Room

---

Soviet Expert To Speak On Russian Foreign Policy

"Marxist build of Soviet foreign policy prior to World War II" is expected to be the topic of Dr. Alexander Dahlin, on Monday, April 21. At a Russian Hall lecture. It is also expected that Dr. Dahlin will continue his recent visit, which was during the summer of 1957, to the Soviet Union with a discussion on the prospects of changes in modern Russia.

Dr. Dahlin, who was just recently promised an Associate Professorship of International Relations by the Russian Institute of Columbia University in New York, is the father of Dr. Dahlin (David Dahlin), who is known in Russia for his views on the Soviet Republic since the revolution of 1917. After leaving the USRE, Dr. Dahlin has written numerous books on the Soviet Republic. Many of his works may be found in the Western Maryland library.

Dr. Dahlin, himself, is an author. As last year's first book, "Green State in Exodus, 1917-1947," was published.

Receiving his doctor's degree in 1943 from Columbia University, Dr. Dahlin has served in the past years as associate director of the Research Program on USSR (sponsored by the Ford Foundation), 1951-54; director of research of War Documentation Projects in Washington, 1954-55; and since 1956, has been at his alma mater in the Russian Institute.

He offers no study in Russia, the administration has had the University of Maryland on his sights since the importance of the nation of Russia might be had by the Western Maryland student.

Following his lecture, Dr. Dahlin will be the principal speaker at a luncheon. The luncheon will include senior students, only, selecte

SCA Elections
continued from p. 1, col. 4

Vice-president Mita Leos Nolte is a junior from Baltimore, Maryland, who is majoring in home economics. During this past year Mita has been the state preside of the Baptist Student Union. She has also served as an officer in the campus organization besides being a member of the Sunday Fellowship. Membership in the Home Economists Club is also counted among Mita's activities. She is a member of Phi Alpha Mu sorority and served as sophomore election last semester.

The incoming secretary, Esther Upperman is from Arlington, Virginia. Esther is her major and along with this she is a member of the Choir and Glee Club. As a member of the MSA, Esther is just completing her term as secretary for the club. She is also a member of the Wesleyanites.

Tom Allerton, next year's president of the college, is a member of the sophomore class. Tom is also going to peace as he plans to enter the Foreign Service. Tom is a member of the Student Fellowship and president of the Student Fellowship. He is also a member of the Wesleyanites and president of his class. Tom was chosen to serve on the national Wesleyan Student Union. This past fall he pledged Gamma Beta Chi fraternity.
A one-man show by Miss Shirley Shackelford, which opened in the college art gallery on April 9, will continue for three weeks. Working under her maiden name, the wife of Dean Richard T. Caw of the Johns Hopkins University and the mother of two children, a Baltimore artist is in private life pleasing personality has brought more abstract, more concerned with the fact of the flat surface of my canvas and the consistency of my paint."

Her earliest studies in art were at the Maryland Institute, after which she attended schools in Switzerland and France. She worked with Margaretta and William Zorach in New York and in Paris with Othon Fries and Fernand Leger.

In addition to illustrating her husband's Time, Places and Atmosphere, she has written and illustrated two books of her own. "Water for Creatures and Electric Ken Calling. Dr. Cox, or, as she is more usually known as print maker with three different presses, needs a book to print." The wife of the Pastime of the Year," was a way for them to live together.

Then Shackelford's first one-man show was held in Baltimore, and was followed by others in Washington and Pottstown, Pennsylvania. Her works included in group exhibits in numerous American cities, and she has won purchase prizes at the Baltimore Museum of Art. Her work is included in this museum's collection, as well as those of the New York Public Library and other public and private collections.

Dr. Bailer Chosen
As English Judge
Dr. Joseph B. Bailer, Professor of English at Western Maryland College, will be a member of the Maryland judging team for the newly-adopted high school English Achievement Program, sponsored by the National Council of Teachers of English. The aim of this program is to grant recognition to the nation's outstanding high school seniors for excellence in English.

Professor Bailer, one of eight judges, will evaluate the nominees' writing and special tests to determine outstanding students in English in Maryland's secondary schools. The NCTE, a professional organization of teachers of English, is sponsoring this program in all states. There will be several award winners throughout, each state will be recommended for leadership in the NCTE Executive Secretary, J. M. Black, said, "We know how to find really good students . . . and increasing the effectiveness of reading and writing is the job of every member of English faculty. Also, from the study of literature comes new insights into life."

There's an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of vast experience in the mastery of the air—and no finer exists. In addition, he has, through intensive training, acquired the ability to operate accurately, to navigate and adjust and control an instrument panel with unequaled flexibility and self-reliance. He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for an important career in the new Age of Space.

As a college graduate, you will be given priority consideration for the Air Force Cadet Program. While openings are limited, you will be tested and advised according to your qualifications. Find out if you are qualified. Paste the attached coupon on a post card and mail it now.

U. S. AIR FORCES AVIATION CADET PROGRAM
The Western Maryland Terrors Tuesday completed their first post-season tour of the Baltimore area with a 5-2 non-league contest over G'town. Head Coach Pat Pugh led the Western Maryland team to victory by scoring three runs in the first inning and adding two more in the tenth.

Coach Pugh's team, which is currently at the head of the standings, has won two of its last three games. The team has a record of 18-8 for the season and is well on its way to clinching the non-league title.

The Terrors are scheduled to play their next home game on May 14th against the Norfolk Trenchers. The game is expected to be a close one, with both teams vying for the top spot in the standings.

Although the Western Maryland Terrors have been the dominant team in the non-league competition this season, the Terriers are not taking anything for granted. They know that they still have work to do and that every game is important.

The team's next home game will be against the Norfolk Trenchers, who are currently in second place. The Terrors will need to play their best if they want to keep their lead in the standings.

In other non-league action, the Eastern Shore Terrors defeated the Washington Senators 5-2. The Terrors scored two runs in the first inning and added three more in the eighth. The team's next home game will be against the Western Maryland Terrors on May 15th.

The Terrors are currently at the head of the standings, with a record of 18-8. They will need to win both of their upcoming games if they want to maintain their lead in the non-league competition.
Beverly Bosworth
Chosen MAFTA
State President

Beverly Bosworth was elected to
head the Maryland Association of Future
Teachers of America Spring Convention held on
April 19, 1958, at South Hagerstown
High School. For the third
time in her years the president of
this group is a Western Maryland
College student.

In this capacity Bev will be
sent as the alternate dele-
gate, re-present MAFTA at the
NEA Convention in Washing-
ton and Philadelphia, because the president was unable to
attend.

Miss Bosworth is from Hager-
stown and attends Western
Maryland High School. A junior at WMC, Bev has been very active in school affairs. She is a member of the Fresh-
man Court and has been elected as sergeant-at-arms during the past two years. When the members of the newly se-
lected, Bev was chosen as the junior girls' representative. She is a member of the Fresh-
man Advisory Council for next year.

The president of MAFTA Bev fol-
lowed James Lightner who was president during the 1957-58 year. Lightner was the sec-
tary of the class of 1959 and represented the psychology-English-music students at
Columbia University and take a
serious interest in the activities of
the college.

The president of MAFTA Bev fol-
lowed James Lightner who was president during the 1957-58 year. Lightner was the sec-
tary of the class of 1959 and represented the psychology-English-music students at
Columbia University and take a
serious interest in the activities of
the college.

“May Day-Southern Style” To Be
Theme Of Annual Spring Weekend

May Day weekend, Friday, May
trough Sunday, May 4, will be highlighted by the Junior Polly, traditional May Day festivities, and the dedication of the organ in
the gymnasium.
Friday evening, May 2, at 8:15
accompanies the musical program which will be directed by
Dr. Samuel Johnson on more than six pa-
inters, Dr. Wenner also plans to write the
istory of the Eoydell Shakespe-
a story of the Eoydell Shakespeare.

Famed Organist
To Give Recital

Virgil Fox, concert organist, will
appear here in recital on Sunday,
May 1, 1958, at 3:40 pm.

Famed Organist To Give Recital
At Chapel Service

Virgil Fox, concert organist, will
appear here in recital on Sunday,
May 1, 1958, at 3:40 pm.

Contrast

Dr. Evelyn W. Werner, Assoc-
iate Professor of English at WMC, has been
awarded a grant-in-aid of research on George Rossetti's (1795-1863) The Modern Language Association
Dr. Werner plans to complete a
critical biography of this Shake-
pshire scholar while on a sab-
"tage leave next year.

Miss Bosworth is from Hager-
stown and attends Western
Maryland High School. A junior at WMC, Bev has been very active in school affairs. She is a member of the Fresh-
man Court and has been elected as sergeant-at-arms during the past two years. When the members of the newly se-
lected, Bev was chosen as the junior girls' representative. She is a member of the Fresh-
man Advisory Council for next year.

The president of MAFTA Bev fol-
lowed James Lightner who was president during the 1957-58 year. Lightner was the sec-
tary of the class of 1959 and represented the psychology-English-music students at
Columbia University and take a
serious interest in the activities of
the college.
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tary of the class of 1959 and represented the psychology-English-music students at
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LETTERS TO THE EDITOR

Dear Editor of the Gold Bug:

I think my name is in reserve. I have not in the bank of crosses so it would be of a rare.

Don't take them in by these outside.

Billie Bone

Flowers By Bale Twine

Believing that competition is essential for the maintenance of Life, an enterprising young gent

ward has posted the following sign outside his shop. "Attention: all the neighbors will speculate that the operation of the service station at the local garage has been

"Don't take them in by these outside.

Bale Bone

Survey Of Dorm Cleaning 101; Two Views Remain Dominant

by Robert Bord

No doubt feeling quite a bit like a duck out of water, the pride of a few of his twelve tasks, a group of freshmen women will conduct a survey of WMCC dorm cleaning habits of those freshmen women who have been in residence class of 1961 return from their spring vacation. Among the questions are: How many times have you been in the halls? After a few days, students were asked to grade their dorm's cleanliness. They were asked to rate their dorm's cleanliness based on five-point scale. The results showed a wide variation in cleanliness level among the dorms.

The general consensus of opinion seems to be that the dorms are not as clean as they should be. Many students feel that the cleaning crew does not do a thorough job. Some students have suggested that the dorms should be closed and cleaned on a regular basis.

One observant girl saw South Hall being cleaned and remarked, "I don't think I'd go out of the woods, but to paint a picture, another one noticed, "He has a definite prejudice against the opposite sex." Most students agreed that the dorms were usually unaccompanied by a group of self-appointed janitors. The only thing that is visible and concrete is the act of cleaning.

Ladies were expressing concerning the WMC dorm, which the masculine side of the campus lives. It seems to be twofold, that the after

Bale Bone

CHIT CHAT FROM KIT KAT

Sports side... You can always tell the "gum-bone" athletes in the spring sports. They are decked out in shorts, sleeveless shirts, muscular bodies, pullers, tights, "tired blood", taped hands, ankles and other parts of the body. The ladies, on the other hand, are all Fleet Footed, with no injuries. If a girl can't do it, there are always those who show their participation by wearing spandex, athletic shoes, and sweatshirts. They seem to have "borrowed" from the athletic department for the season. You've seen them! Over Myers Chapel, you may have noticed that "turnabout" is fair play! So if this, would give the girls an opportunity to show all the boys that they're just as capable as the boys are. The players from one team after another make sure the vegetation wouldn't get out of hand.

The cleaning crews are usually anything from a group of self-appointed by the girl's dorm. If you can always tell the "gum-bone" athletes in the spring sports. They are decked out in shorts, sleeveless shirts, muscular bodies, pullers, tights, "tired blood", taped hands, ankles and other parts of the body. The ladies, on the other hand, are all Fleet Footed, with no injuries. If a girl can't do it, there are always those who show their participation by wearing spandex, athletic shoes, and sweatshirts. They seem to have "borrowed" from the athletic department for the season. You've seen them! Over Myers Chapel, you may have noticed that "turnabout" is fair play! So if this, would give the girls an opportunity to show all the boys that they're just as capable as the boys are. The players from one team after another make sure the vegetation wouldn't get out of hand.

Western Maryland, for how many of you have cars at your disposal for the week? We've seen the spirit and drive that has been more capable in working and playing than men, and the technological changes have made women's work easier and safer."

The Gold Bug, May 2, 1958

Correct typographical errors on the answer key sheet and if possible, pass the word along. There must be one somewhere.
High On The Hill
Sports And Arts Led By Anderson & Gunderson

by Donald Latzo

If you are looking for Jack Anderson, it might take awhile because he may be any number of places.

On Tuesday nights you will find him in the Gattonshima discotheque. Jack joined the fraternity in his sophomore year and has held the title of chapter president for the past three years. When he is not present, he is president of the club.

"The point is, you never know when you are going to have time for you when you get back home. He's always looking for a good time. He has been known to get the golf bag, and if practice makes perfect, none of us will be able to defeat him."

So, for such a law-abiding executive of our ROTC initiation and president of the Reserve Officers' Association, he may be working on some military affairs.

Participation in such activities as well as musical, fraternal, and family life is considered essential for Jack's success.

With all these activities, Jack has maintained a "B average," for despite what his friends may say, he does crack a book once in a while. He, however, will not rule in his senior year.

A twist was added in 1931 which forever changed, even the 1958 May Day Dance.

In past years WMC has been fortunate enough to have such bands as the Ed sarcastic and Call-Mary in 1940, and Glenn Miller and his Orchestra in 1950. This year the price was $1.50 and many students were skeptical but a change from the traditional form of entertainment was appreciated and no one was interested. 1958 is again proving to be a year for change.

In post World Wars this was true but with the coming of the Korean War, the announcement of the queen's selections, where the May Queen and her court weren't known until just before the coronations. They were given coronations at the last minute.

By this time, Jack participates in advanced ROTC, French Club, and tennis at the present time, but then forgotten. The "queen" came next, drawn in line were the "Plorndora Girls" and "Ponteria Girls" and "Flower Girls" headed by the queen's chosen maidservant the "cinderellas." This year there were picnics after the May Dance, was informal. 1958 is again presenting something new.

You've tried the rest, you've seen the rest, but then forgotten. The "queen" came next, drawn in line were the "Plorndora Girls" and "Ponteria Girls" and "Flower Girls" headed by the queen's chosen maidservant the "cinderellas." This year there were picnics after the May Dance, was informal. 1958 is again presenting something new.

In addition to being a member of Alpha Gamma, a freshman, he can be easily recognized by his smiling face and friendly disposition which is typical of his character. Those of us who have spent time with him are sure why he is "high on the hill."
Baseball, Tennis Featured In May Day Sport Light

Terror Nine Will Oppose H-S In Md. Conference Tilt

Tomorrow's big May Day game against Hampden-Sydney will get under way in time for pm. Rival teams will appoach the proceedings.

Since the last host of the Golden Quills, the WMC baseball team has engaged in five contests, losing four and winning one. The losses were at the hands of Ursinus (14-9), Rutgers of New Joersey (15-4), Loyola (15-4), and Washington College. The Quills will take on the Johns Hopkins on Saturday, April 26, the Terrers outting their findings in a game with an improveo 6-2 win over St. Mary's.

Clark Kirkman got the win, his first since the murder of Bob Sconfi. Schoel pitched well until the fifth frame, when the "Mountaineers" got to him for three hits and two walks, which were good for three runs. Up until he weakened in the fifth, Bob had only given up four hits and no runs in the time he worked. Kirkman came on in the fifth to put out the fire, and pitched the remainder of the game, giving up one run and only two hits in the process.

At St. Mary's, Barone "Gibby" Padgett hit a two home run and Bill Smart hit a single. Chandler continued their fine hitting as each had two hits, while Schmid pitched well into the eighth inning. After Fred Stover had hit a single and Bill Smart singled, and then both players were safe, with both runners bases. The Terrers hold this 2-0 lead as they went to bat in the ninth inning. The WMC came back with three runs of their own in the bottom of the ninth inning. We picked up our third in the tenth, and Bob Sconfi and Joe Bach hit a couple, and Al Riedel hit a single and then swiped second base. Chandler drew some of the hard contact from the Western Maryland baseball team.

Baltimore Golfer Sums Up

The Western Maryland College golf team defeated Loyceon 15 to 10 to extend their winning streak to five straight. Earlyl, during the week, the team defeated Washi-

Tennis Sports

Sports Personality by John Davidson

Possibly unsung by many because of his unusual quietness, although an aptitude for tennis, is Robert Passerello. He's known as "Buddy" because of his "Pass." This year and Mowbray's loss, the team had little trouble defeating their opponents. The next match will be at home with Johns Hopkins on May 7.

SPINNING THE SPORTS GLOBE

The1958spring track season is big as popular as the baseball bat on those spring afternoons. The new way to get a run and exercise is for the legs to do the work. If you do this you will have plenty of company. It is certainly apparent that there is a great deal of enthusiasm for the sport this season. I realize that this trend started by the fall for this year, but if we are to have a team in the near future it should be a great success. It seems that only one great of any successful team. Should we let this enthusiasm go untrapped? Let's hope it doesn't.

Season Ends

At last Friday the pigskin is again dormant on WMC's campus. For four weeks there were the familiar faces of the sport. We continued to keep an eye on the goings and comings of the college football team. The spring football season has ended, with six games played. The game against Mary Washington was the only home game of the season. The Vipers defeated the Eagles 6-2. The game against the Eastern Mennonite was the only away game of the season. The Vipers defeated the Eagles 6-2.

The victory was not easily gained, for six of the nine games had to be called because of rain. The Wash-

Around the Horse-side Circuit

The Orioles should buy a big "Welcome" sign when they entertain Jesuit University in order to possibly a "Tawke Go Home" sign. The game should be a good investment, also.

The Brooklyn Dodgers are on the move again this year and are getting an easy start for the pennant.

If the Caps are to be in the dark, how this season, they will have to start their play soon. What they really need is another Musial, but then, don't everywone except a few of the very few who could really appreciate a "stick."

On the local scene maybe the Terror play would improve if someone would remove a few of the trees and level off a few of the larger ditches in the infield.

Some of the difficulties may be at-

Catholic University.
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Dramatic Art Students To Present Play, The Crucible

The commencement play, The Crucible by Arthur Miller, will be presented by the Dramatic Art Department on Friday evening, May 23, at 8:30 p.m. in the Auditorium. The program will be directed by Miss Esther Smith.

A major award, the Minnie E. Johnson Award, was conferred by the Minnie E. Johnson Award Committee in a meeting last week. The recipient was Miss Nancy Whiteman, the advisor.

Set Design and Depiction of the setting of the play was directed by Miss Nancy Whiteman, the advisor.

The Crucible is a play written by Arthur Miller, first produced in 1953. It is a historical drama based on the Salem witch trials of the 1690s. The play explores themes of guilt, innocence, and the dangers of mob mentality.

Presented Play, of the year, and shared the Donaldson award with Inge's Picnic. The play was at large in Salem and various Nixon, Thomas, the New York Drama Critics Circle as the best play of the eighteenth century.

As terrible as this story may seem, thousands were burned in Europe, a plea for the improvement of religious significance.

Jehovah approach to God. A sin that came the bedrock of American classic. It is an American classic.

and mind. It is an American classic.

and忙 mind. It is an American classic.

The people of my play have the Religious significance.

"The people of my play have the Religious significance.

Pleasantly surprised by the audience's response to the play, Miss Whiteman said, "It is a heroic play. It is a play that brings out the best in human beings."

However, this play is broader than that. It is a play that deals with the sexual and religious repression of the time. It is a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.

It is a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.

It is a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.

But it is also a play that shows how people can rise above their fears and work together to overcome their problems. It is a play that shows how people can find strength in each other and how they can work together to achieve their goals.

It is a play that shows how people can find strength in each other and how they can work together to achieve their goals.

It is a play that shows how people can find strength in each other and how they can work together to achieve their goals.

But it is also a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.

It is a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.

It is a play that shows how people can be swept up in a mob mentality and how they can destroy each other.
Editorials...

Editor's Message To The Class Of 1958

May 13, 1958

To the members of the SGA cabinet:

As you are well aware, students like you are the backbone of our school. You are the ones who make that campus come alive each and every day. So long as you use your voices, the administration will do its best to make sure your voices are heard.

Now Reflects Then

P. 2

Chit Chat From KitKat

May 5, 1958

Seniors Plan For Future

After four years of continually interrupted relaxation and enjoyment by members of the senior class, the actual end of the year is now fast approaching. The last important step in their new lives will have to be made. The choices will be simple but will be great. Graduation means the end of one phase of their life and the beginning of another. Rather, it is a dynamic process that changes you whether you realize it or not. In the eb and flow of life's often, ever, but certainly, tide.

The senior class is often referred to by popular publications as "a generation of notetakers" or "the silent generation." To this you can answer justifiably, "So what?" Silence is an indication that one does not have anything to say or that one is too غير حسن or despondent to express oneself. Silence can be and is indicative of thoughtfulness and fulfillment. It is not the end of learning or the end of one's methods of learning! And from this knowledge can we not see the mistakes of the past and how to learn from them in the future? After all, your generation is not infallible and will make mistakes as previous generations have. The point is that you are not blindly egotistic. You know your limitations and the pitfalls of life. If you make mistakes, you will, it will be because you are, after all, human, and not atomic-age robots as some seem to want you to be.

Mostly basic of you in your approach to the "wide wide world." It is impossible to rectify the world's problems in our lifetime, you have tried and you have seen it. It is equally impossible to erase the blots of history by erasing the past. You know that. Rather, you should try to do is to think thoroughly and move, perhaps slowly but surely, toward what is desirable and what will be a better life for a collateral students are earning.

Sincerely yours,

Chairman of the SGA

We're Hungry

May 15, 1958

To the Editor:

We're not only hungry! Another terrible problem of the past three weeks when we had no time at all. For example, after we had a period of 10 p.m. to 12 midnight, our bellies were empty. We have a need to share our feelings at the same time. We have been hungry and lonely. We don't want to be alone. We have been hungrier than ever before, we have been lonely before, but now we have a need to share our feelings at the same time. We have been hungry and lonely. We don't want to be alone. We have been lonely before, but now we have a need to share our feelings at the same time.

Sincerely yours,

Class of 1959

Editor's Note: Although the last meeting of the spring semester still was not attended by many of the students, we feel that the administration still misses the boat. The SGA cabinet should be more open and ready to meet the desires of all of the students. The students are in the majority, and the administration should always be open to offer suggestions and to listen to the needs of the students.

Meat Mess

May 13, 1958

The idea that the students' dining hall must be a meat mecca, we are not familiar with the idea. Meat has been served in previous years and continues in the dining hall do not mean that the students' dining hall will see a meat mecca. Maryland College will witness a meat mecca only if the students themselves want one. We are in the majority and we don't want a meat mecca. We have been few attempts made to look into the inequalities of the dining hall to meet the students' satisfaction, but they have been halted by the administration for the sake of success. As is a choice saying of the students' enrollment, if they can't eat what they want to eat, they are not going to be prevented by the administration.

Sincerely yours,

Chairman of the SGA

Editor's Note: This is a very important issue at the moment. The students need to be aware of the importance of their voices and their actions. The administration should always be open to offer suggestions and to listen to the needs of the students.

Sincerely yours,

Class of 1959

Junior Score Hit

Saturday, May 3, 1958

The members of the Junior Class have made it abundantly clear that they also want to see the actual and increased satiety of the students. They have given up their time to express their sentiments to the administration.

Sincerely yours,

Class of 1959

Editor's Note: This is a very important issue at the moment. The students need to be aware of the importance of their voices and their actions. The administration should always be open to offer suggestions and to listen to the needs of the students.

Sincerely yours,

Class of 1959

Chit Chat From KitKat

May 5, 1958

You say you can't sleep, you hear bells ringing in your ears, and it disturbs your powers of concentration. Don't bother seeing your doctor; they will just about kill you. You should at least get your old chapel bell chiming the quarter hour. Why not sure whether the Duke's electric bells on our church bells are in working order and they have been taken to the one who has made them. In the Nov. 29, 1949 issue, nine of ten were printed. We have had the afternoon paper printed, and we have been presented with the last meeting of the course. The results of the last meeting of the course are very promising, and we may anticipate a visitor soon.

Sincerely yours,

Helen Howery

Chit Chat From KitKat

May 5, 1958

You say you can't sleep, you hear bells ringing in your ears, and it disturbs your powers of concentration. Don't bother seeing your doctor; they will just about kill you. You should at least get your old chapel bell chiming the quarter hour. Why not sure whether the Duke's electric bells on our church bells are in working order and they have been taken to the one who has made them.

Sincerely yours,

Helen Howery

My thanks to everyone who contributed to the Green Twerp and for their help in the last year's TV show.

Sincerely yours,

Jackie Howery

Editor's Note: This is a very important issue at the moment. The students need to be aware of the importance of their voices and their actions. The administration should always be open to offer suggestions and to listen to the needs of the students.

Sincerely yours,

Jackie Howery

Editorial Staff

Editor: Member
Prof. Key Called Three Times By Spring Concert Audience

On May 9, 1958, the Spring Concert of the Western Maryland College Concert Band was held under the able direction of Mr. Donald R. Key. The program was well planned with both contrast and capability being considered.

First on the program was a Sonata for Two Flutes and Two Proverbs by John Klais. Four clarinets then blended in another special arrangement by Fum Carson, entitled Piccolo Frosty, Quiddling of 4 Chierotones. The fast full hand played the Second Suite of Pic for Military Band, Op. et. No. 5, by Graen Hunting. The blending and the full and solid music of the brass had never sounded better. This was also true in Voice of York by John J. Marmorese, a Fantasy Spanish March, Ampprisec by James Treichler added the final burst of color which, too, ass- nated the concert. This small but enthusiastic audience applauded until Mr. Key had appeared for their final call. Those who were unable to attend this concert missed—indeed a very enjoyable evening.

Remember These Events

Friday, May 9
LBA spaghetti dinner, Lotoron Hall, 5 to $2
Saturday, May 10
Dance, Baldoria Ward Gym
Sunday, May 15
Alumni Day
Sunday, May 22
Outdoor Festival
Sunday, May 26
SANDWICHES OF ALL KINDS FROM 15 TO 50 CENTS

Cadets Recognized in Military Review

On Tuesday, May 15, 1958, the Annual Presidential Review took place on Field. Numerous awards were presented to out- standing cadets during this parade.

Dr. Lowell E. Enzer promoted Cadet Battalion Commander John Horst to the Sailo Team's Superior Medal, designating him as the most outstanding cadet in the battalion. The recipients of the Superlative Cadet Enzer's, an outstanding achievement award, were cadets Philip Bolasky, James Lewis, Cleveland Bateman, and John Horst. The most outstanding cadet in the senior class, Richard Proctor, received the United States Army Medal. The ROA medals for outstanding students of the year were also presented.

The U.S. Air Force Cadet CME, Cadet Larry Cai the Silver Medal, and William Moss the Bronze Medal.

The Daughters of American Revolution Medal honored cadets Jack Armstrong and Maxwell Jones on their proficient leadership capabilities and good citizenship qualities. Cadet William Ross was designated the best qualified senior cadet for his achievement in leadership and received the American Legion Medal. Those students designated as "Outstanding Students" were: Cadets Fred- ald DeRuey, Maxwell Jones, Roy Kennedy, Bruce Lee, and James Lewis.

Election Results

BETA BETA BETA
President, Maxwell Jones; Vice President, Ellen Richmond; Secretary, Sue Warren; Treasurer, Norman Davis; Historian, Anne Volfell
PTA
President, Marianne Snavely; Vice President, Jeanne Filler; Secretary, Ruth Ann Jackson; Tressa, Carol Peterson; Program Chair, Jeanne Tresko; Membership Chair, Gaye McCreary
BAND
President, James Ward; Libe, Donald D'Angelo; Secretary, Ellenable Adams

Successful WMC Professor Builds Westminster Life

Listen, North Dakota... Montana... Minneapolis, Minnesota... Kentucky... Madison, New Jersey... Westminster, Maryland... all these make up the geographical lifetime of a friendly WMC "friend." Being born in Logan, our personality, at the age of two, moved to Montana. Minne- sota saw his high school days, and in Kentucky he attended As- bury College.

At Drew Seminary he changed his vocational ideas from minister- ial work to teaching. There he received both his B.D. and Ph.D. degrees. For a while he had the circuit charge of four Methodist Churches in the Northern Confer- ence. At one of these he met his present wife who was the daughter of a minister whom he was assist- ing. After a year a traveling fellowship and another as minister, he came to WMC in 1949.

Here he serves on the Adminis- tration Committee, the Curriculum Evaluation Committee, is also the president of the local chapter of the American Associa- tion of University Professors. This professor has written book reviews for the Journal of Bible and Religion. Concerning the re- ligious curricular requirement, he says that every educated person should be familiar with the He- brose-Christian tradition which is the dominant faith of the West. His favorite field of study is "Chances of Christian Thought."

Fullbright News

Students who might be in- terested in applying for Ful- bright Awards for study abroad should talk with Dr. William E. Ridington, the campus Fulbright adviser, before leaving the campus for the summer. The appli- cation forms require consid- erable thought and attention, and it is desirable to plan for them during the summer. They must be completed about a month after the opening of college in the fall. The awards are sufficient to cover all expenses, includ- ing travel, for an academic year. Approximately 500 awards were made for the current year.

COLLEGE GIRLS....

INVEST 8 WEEKS beginning JUNE 23

SHORTHAND and TYPING

Learn to typewite college papers, and to take shorthand notes to become and when reading, or as a reminder.

Earn better grades in college and save hours of time using typewriting acquire a !<speed of 40 w.p.m.

You've tried the rest
Now try the best.

Delicious Foods

At

Griffin's

TOM MILLER
CAMPUS AGENT

for the

Modern G. I. Laundry
and Cleaners
223 E. Green St.
Tilson 6-0709
All Laundry and Dry Cleaning Work Guaranteed.

That's an important future ahead for the men who wear these wings

U.S. AIR FORCE AVIATION CADET PROGRAM

The Air Force pilot or navigator is a man of many talents. He is, first of all, a master of the air—your pilot, for example, has a firm background in engineering, elec- tronics, and aviation. He and his navigator have a firm background in engineering, elec- tronics, and aviation. He

Then, too, he must show outstanding qualifi- cations in other fields as well. He is, in short, a man eminently prepared for an important career in the new Age of Space.

As a college graduate, you will be given an opportunity that is without parallel— the Air Force Aviation Cadet Program. While openings are limited, all are excellent and will continue at the opposite end of the qualification status. Find out if you qualify for the program, and don't forget the valuable coupon on a post card and mail it now.
Netters Have Winning Year;
Stop AU Net Squad, 8-1

Western Maryland’s tennis team ended its season on a winning note by defeating American University, 8-1.

The Terrors were a big upset for the Terrorks against two losses. Then the next week Terrorks played the Montgom-
ery Hurricanes in changes as both were the under-
dogs.

Tuesday’s game was the final match in a tough season for the Terrorks.
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